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Location of proposed Alpha Delta Phi frat house

Frat Plans House
In Local Building
BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

The Alpha Deity Phi Frater-
nity (ADP) is planning to
purchase the apartment building
at 5 East 33rd St. for use as a
frat house. The contract has
already been signed and a
$15,000 deposit placed, using
money provided by the inter-
national torganization of the fra-
ternity and local alumni.

The purchase price of the
building is placed in the

$300,000 range. According to
the fraternity's President, Mike
Costello, another $50,000 worth
of renovations are planned for
the four floor walk-up.

According to frat member
Steve Roberts, the ADP. chapter
on campus wrote to the
governing body and provided
them with the names of all ADP
Hopkins Alumni and the request
that a fundraising drive be
started to buy a house. Alumni

cont. on p. 6

Senior Professors Protest
Retirement Loophole Use

BY GAYLE COHEN

Five professors, from the
Homewood campus already have
been asked to retire, or soon will
be, under the University's im-
plementation of an exemption
within the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act.

This Act, passed in 1978,
raises from 65 to 70 the age at
which employers may compel
their employees to retire. How-
ever, the Act provides exemp-
tion whereby, from 1980 until
1982, universities may retire
their tenured professors at age
65. Hopkins announced last
winter that it would take advan-
tage of this loophole.

So far, James Bell, Professor
of Mechanics and Materials Sci-
ences, has already retired. The
retirements of Art History
Professory Phoebe Stanton, Eng-
lish Professor Arnold Stein, and
Mathematics Professor Philip
Hartman will take effect at the
end of this semester. Psych-
ology Professor Alphonse Chap-
anis will retire in 1982.

Some of the professors will
remain at Hopkins on a part-
time basis. Bell is currently

GRO Votes To Assist Grad Club;
Undergraduates May Be Barred

BY TOM SCHILLER

After almost two hours of
debate, the Graduate Represen-
tative Organization (GRO) voted
yesterday to establish formal ties
with the management of the
Grad Club, with the intent of
giving financial, moral and ad-
ministrative assistance, as need-
ed, in order to reopen the Club
as soon as possible.

This move was made neces-
sary by a series of events that
resulted in the closing of the
Grad Club last December. The
foremost of these, according to
present Grad Club manager
Randy Diffenderfer, was lack of
personnel. He cited a need for
bartenders, preferably grad stu-
dents, familiar with the opera-
tion of the Club to get it back
into operation.

Diffenderfer also denied a
rumor that he had quit in order
to finish the requirements for his
degree, thereby closing the Club.
He said he was willing to keep
his position as long as is neces-
sary for someone to replace him.

Other factors in the closing
were the need to correct some
violations of the Health Code
and to repair damages caused by
vandalism that had taken place
during the previous semester.

Diffenderfer was neutral on
the question of whether the

Grad Club clientele should be
restricted to graduate students.
He stated that since he started
working at the Club three and a
half years ago, business has
increased "ten-fold," and he
expressed his appreciation of the
undergraduate support that con-
tributed to this.

However, Diffenderfer add-
ed that this significant increase
in business has caused several
problems. One such result was a
departure from the original idea
of the Grad Club, that of a
quiet, congenial place for gradu-
ate students to congregate, into
what he described as a crowded
and noisy meeting place for

graduates, undergraduates and
outsiders. Along with the a-
bovementioned increase in van-
dalism, this change has led to a
severe overstraining of the Grad
Club's space and facilities.

A survey taken by the GRO
resulted in a demand for a
Quieter Club, with a morc
"coffeehouse-like" atmosphere.
The survey provoked a heavy
response. A significant propor-
tion of students indicated that
the undergraduate use of the
club should be restricted to
certain nights of the week.

The topic of restriction was
elaborated on by GRO chairman
Mark Kombluh. He implied that
the current atmosphere of the
club had scared away graduate
students who would have other-
wise patronized it. Kornbluh was
also concerned about the securi-
ty of the Club in its present
state.

The GRO's decision tc
actively assist the Grad Club has
the support of Hopkins adminis-
trators, according to Kornbluh.
He said that University officials
plan to work out any jurisdic-
tional or procedural problems
between the school and the Club
as quickly as possible.

In yesterday's debate, stu-
dents tried to establish a ration-
ale and means for transfer of

cont. on p.

teaching oen course. Stan on
will also teach here next year,
most likely her introductory
survey course and one advanced
level Art History course, as
well as some courses in the
Evening College, although the
exact details have not yet
been worked out. Stein, cur-
rently on a leave of absence, said
he "may be staying on in some
sort of part-time basis next
year," although the specifics
of this plan are not yet definite.

The professors differ some-
what in their reactions to the
retirement policy, but all seemed
to consider it unfair. Chapanis
said he "hates the idea of
retiring" and that "it sure is
ironic that he will turn 65
in 1982, the last year in which
the loophole may be used."

Stein said the adminis-
tration presented the faculty
with "something less than an
invitation to consider the policy
seriously" and that the adminis-
tration's explanation of the
policy was "hazy and indis-
tinct.".

Bell commented, "I do
think and I've felt right along
that the fact that the only group
singled out in the nation is
tenured university professors is a
form of discrimination. That's a
bit unbelievable, but my main
interest is in my research. I still
have my research laboratory,
which has been reduced in size,
but which Hopkins is keeping
up."

Hartman said, "I am not
really affected because I was

going to retire anyway." He said
he has not yet decided whether
he wants to remain on a
part-time basis. He had ambi-
valent feelings about the retire-
ment policy, saying that he
"thought the law and Hopkinss's
reaction to it were pretty unfair,
but that he felt a certain sym-
pathy for the administration
because in some fields professors
have usually passed their most
creative period by the time they
reach 65."

The administration's official
' explanation for its use of the
retirement exemption is that it
will enable the University to
acquire promising young profes-
sors. Last semester President
Steven Muller said, "We're in a

cont. on p. 5

Dr. Stanton teaches.

Junior Group Selects
New Vice-President

BY LINDSAY KAPLAN

A selections committee con-
sisting of junior class officers has
chosen Camille Buonocore as the
new junior class vice-president.
Former Vice President Cathy
Bonk resigned last week because
of an increasing work load and
her dissatisfaction with the or-
ganization of class projects.

Junior .Class President Mi-
chael Steele decided on using the
committee process rather than
personally appointing a new
vice-president because the selec-
tion would be "more democrat-
ic." "I-think it was fairer becau-
se it was open to any interested
member of the junior class," he
said. "In this way we could also
interview the applicants and get
to know what they were like."

The committee itself was
composed of a quorum of four
class officers, with Steele presi-
ding. Its members met on

Tuesday, February 5, to inter-
view students for the position.
In the event of a tie, the presi-
dent could cast the deciding
vote, but he was not allowed to
participate in either the inter-
views or in the committee's
deliberations. Another provision
in the decision-making process
prohibited a class officer from
interviewing close friends who
applied for the position. Howev-
er, officers were allowed to
provide character references in
the discussions which followed.

Of the seven students who
applied for the office, the
committee narrowed their choi-
ce down to two applicants.
Runner-up Carl Bat tista was
appointed as one of three
chairpersons of the Junior Class
Spring Fair Committee. Steele
said that his qualifications nearly
equalled those of Buonocore.
Battista will be working in this

cont. on p. 3
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Campus Notes
The JHU College Republicans will

meet on Tuesday, February 12 at

7:30pm in the Listening/Viewing

Room of Levering Hall. Details will

be given for the State College Repub-

lican Convention, to be held at Johns

Hopkins later this month.

Mathematical Sciences Career

Information Night. 7:30pm Wed-

nesday, Feb. 13. Refreshments!

Maryland 226-- Summer jobs &

academic planning information.

Women's Discussion Group will be

meeting every Tuesday from noon to

1pm for 10 weeks. Come and share

your thoughts with other JHU

women. Call Pam Clark at the White

House. Call 338-8278 for registration

and details.

The first meeting of Le Cercle

Francais will take place on Thurs.,

Feb. 14th to celebrate Valentine's

Day. Come to the Garret Room, MSE

Library, at 8:00pm.

JPS Uberoi, Professor of Sociology at '

the University of Delhi will speak on

"Malinowski and the Manchester

School" on Thurs., Feb. 14 at

4:00pm in Maryland 309.

The Peoples Republic of Reading

Series proudly presents Ward Kemp

(fiction) and Rob Rutland (poetry)

on Mon., February 11, at 8pm in the

Little Theater, Levering Hall. Spon-

sored by the Undergraduate Creative

Writing Organization.

On Saturday evening the Inter-

Campus Council of the JSAs from all

the Baltimore campuses is sponsoring

an Israeli Caberet Night starting

8:30pm at Beth Jacob Syn. at the

corner of Northern Parkwy & Park

Heights Ave. Admission $1.50. For

info call 366-7965.

Movie!-- Sunday at 7 and 9:30pm the

HIAC will show I Love You Rosa.

The United Jewish Appeal dinner

With Steve Bauman will be held at

6pm tonight. Friday night services

will be held then Mr. Bauman will

speak on the plight of Ethiopian

jewry.

The Senior Class Graduation Com-

mittee will hold a meeting on Tues.,

Feb. 12 at 8pm in the Gilman Coffee

Shop.

Tau Beta Pi, the National Engineering

Society will be sponsoring an Engin-

eering Seminar on Wed., Feb. 13 at

7:30pm in the Garrett Room of the

MSE. All are welcome.

Mystery Meeting! Will we meet Joel

'Voodey, the new pre-law advisor?

Will we adopt a new constitution?

Find out at the next meeting of the

Pre-Law Society! Wednesday, Febru-

ary 13 at 7:00pm in the Great Hall.

HopSFA meeting on Tuesday,

February 12 in Conference Room A

at 7:00pm. We promise to make it

short.

The Hutzler Undergraduate Library

will close at 5pm on Thurs., Feb. 21

in observation of Commemeration

Day.

The JHU Young Democrats will hold

their first meeting of the spring

semester on Feb. 14 at 6:30pm in

Conference Room A, Levering Hall.

Everyone is invited.

The Johns Hopkins Gay Caucus will

meet Wednesday in Conference

Room A of Levering Hall at 7:30pm.
For further information call the SAC

Office.

Hair Cutting & Design 
 For Men & Women

100 E. 33rd St. 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

For Appointments Tues - Sat - Call

235-7083

Special Student Rate - with I.D.

INFLATION A MORAL ISSUE

with

MR. MICHAEL MAZEROV

Research Associate w/ECONOM1C ALTERNATIVES

MS. AMY SCHECTMAN

Special Assistant w/ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVES

February 10

11:00 a.m.
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ExPerience:

Singing Valentines!! --sponsored by
the JHU Glee Club. For only $2.00 a

talented trio will sing a charming

message to the valentine of your

choice. For info call Lisa Hellstrom

at 323-9648 or Katy Evans

889-0377.

at

Stress and Overeating: Which Comes

First The Chicken Or The Egg with

Maria Simonson of the JHU Med

School. Dr. Simonson will speak as

part of the Wednesday Noon Series

on Feb. 13 at noon in the Garrett

Room of the MSE Library.

•••••••••
QUIZ

RESULTS

GI

Greetings--
A.J. Caffrey, III was the

lucky winner of last week's Gala

Draft Quiz. He's 1-A in our

book. Mr. Caffrey is to report to

Eddies to receive his Michelob.

P.S.- A.J. was drafted on 5

November 1969.

"DUPLICATL"
111. Si WKII

IIIGISTIMTKM OSMIUM

• 
Augustine J. Clffrey, III

fisi I 62 PA I 20 

one

June' .66

THE GEEK

The Geek has been born

again and pledges to put his

readers in the black with these

choice tidbits:

Detroit at Boston
Atlanta at Golden St.
Utah at Philly
Portland at L.A.
Denver at Seattle

1101I•11•11•11•11•11•11•11•110110110110f4011
•SUMMER JOB OPENINGS !
• FOR CAMP COUNSELORS at •
• Camp Sea Gull (boys) and Camp

.4!
Seafarer (girls) on the coast of
North Carolina. The camps

it feature sailing, motorboating,
12 and seamanship, plus all usual -4

camping activities including a
wide variety of major sports.

• Early June through mid-August. 2
,411 Challenging work with young •

2 pe
ople, 7 - 16 years of age

outdoors enjoyable - stimulat--
• ing. Qualifications include abilit-
• y to instruct in one phase of the •

camp program, a genuine inter-
est in young people and excel- t

42 lent references. Quick answer it

2 upon receipt of letter of applica- •
2
 tion which should include a
brief resume' of training and 2

2 experience in area(s) of the
2 camp program in which you are •
• best qualified to instruct. Apply •

to Wyatt Taylor, Director,
Camp Sea Gull/Camp Seafarer, i

• P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, North •
• Carolina 27605.

11•1911•11•11•1101111111•11011•11•NONONON

e,
Noreste,
Admissions

August 80
applicants 4 year fully

recognized and established

Mexican Medical School

with several hundred Amer
ican students enrolled Use
English language textbooks

and exams in English

School combines quality
education small classes
experienced teachers
modern taciliiies

Chilversidad Del Noriete
120 East 41 St , NY NY 10017

(212) 894-41589
or 232-37114

JOHN COLLINS, SEMINARIAN
"My name is John Collins. I'm a

seminarian. I had the idea of being a
priest for a long time before I did
anything about it. I was too scared of
my feelings.

"But I finally took the plunge and
it's the best thing I ever did. It wasn't
a shot in the dark. Friends helped.
Talking to seminarians helped. And
prayer was the biggest help:'

Perhaps you, like John, have
thought about the priesthood or
religious life but never really looked
into it.

How about looking into it now?

-- Mail Coupon Today!

Please send information on:

El Diocesan PrieNts El Religious Priests
Cl Brothers El Nuns E Lay Ministries

S-20-2

Name 

Address  

City   State  ZIP 

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

KIMIGHTS OF coLumsus
New Haven, CT 06507

TUGBOAT ANNIE'S

Subs • eb44/47,:d Pizza

Gaeek Specialties

University & 33rd St.

Daily 10 a.m.-2 a.m.

Phone ahead: 467-1022

10% OFF ANY PURCHASE

WITH THIS COUPON
expires 2/ 1S/80Lovering Hall

Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins University
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Student Council Debates Newest Conduct Code
BY GUY CHIRICO

The Undergraduate Adjudi-
catory Code was the sole topic

of debate at last Wednesday's

Student Council meeting. The

code is designed to provide a

standard procedure for the adjud-

ication of non-academic offenses

committed by undergraduates

in the Arts and Sciences.
Wednesday's meeting was

the first formal debate by the

Council on the issue of the code.

The discussion centered around

Section E, which deals with the

sanctons against a student who is

determined guilty by the Hear-

ing Panel.
The provision for determin-

ing sanctions in the version of

the code drafted by the Student

Council Student Legal Rights

Committee and presented to the

Council by Chairman Karen

Loebel is as follows: (Sec. E.1)

"The Associate Dean of the

Homewood Faculties is respons-

ible for determining and imple-

menting the sanctions. All sanc-

tions must be in accordance with

the severity of the offense."

Debate quickly centered

around the clause which invests

the sole right to determine

sanctions against a guilty student

in the office of the Associate

Dean. As the code now stands,

the student has the right to

choose between the student

Hearing Panel and the Director

of Student Services as adjudicat-

ing authority.
Some arguments on the

issues developed as follows: It
was the opinion of the Student
Legal Rights Committee, as
expressed by Loebel, that the
power of sanction should rest
in the hands of the adminis-
tration because "It's not fair for
any student to have that power
over another student." Student
Council President George Con-
nolly agreed with the sentiment.
"I feel that the essential ques-
tion should be guilt or inno-
cence, which can be determined
by the hearing panel. The onus
of responsibility for determining
sanctions should be placed on
the administration. If students
are determining punishments,

and an accused student feels
wronged, this can create a
schism within the student com-
munity. A student who feels his
or her punishment to be exces-
sive can still resort to the appeal
process for satisfaction."

Several Council members
strongly maintained that a guilty
student should be able to retain
the choice of who determines
the sanctions, the principle be-
hind this idea being that the
student should be given as much
free choice as possible in order
to insure the protection of his
rights. An additional point in
maintainance of this position is
the possibility of administrative
turnover that could result in a
philosophical change in the
position of the administrator
determining sanctions.

A straw vote was taken on
the motion "Should the Asso-

giefitegoaktit DAT es

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

N 243-1456
Educational Center

Come Visit Our Center
TEST PREPARATION

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

3121 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

Budweiser * Florida * Breakout

Ocean Front Hotel Rooms

In Lauderdale

This Spring Break?

Student Suntrips offers these

accomodations right now!

*$114/person/week
*Conveniently located
on 'The Strip'

For Reservation Information
Call Toll Free —

1-800-848-9540

Arrangements by
Student Suntrips, Inc.

ciate Dean be the sole deter-

minant of sanctions." The

motion failed, with 7 for and 13

against. Discussion then turned

towards deciding what body will

have power of determining sanc-
tions. Among the suggestions
were a separate Sanctions Board
comprised of administrators and
students with the administrators

in the majority and a separate
student/administrative board

with the students in the major-

ity. A motion was passed on a

straw vote endorsing the Hearing

Panel with some power of

sanction.
Senior Class representative

to the Student Council Robert
Elkin spoke in favor of students
determining the sanctions. "I
think the potential division
caused by students determining

punishments is being overstated.
The principle of trial by one's
peers is carried to its fullest
extent by having students decid-
ing on sanctions. In addition,

vis-a-vis the difficulties in passing

the code last year, students who

fear unreasonable harshness

from the administration will find

the process of students deter-

mining sanctions more accept-

able."
A motion was put to the

floor which seemed to accom-
modate both positions: "The
original adjudicatory authority
(either the Hearing Panel or the
Director of Student Services)
will determine the sanctions
against a guilty student. This
determination is subject to two
stages of appeal, first to the
Associate Dean and then to the

The telephonic Karen Loebel

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

Pioneer SX780 Feceiver $189.
Technics SLD2 Turntable $89.
Akai CS7030 Cassette $109.

Our Free Catalog has many more deals on

major brands, even lower prices on our
monthly specials sheet Send now and find

out how to buy current 157 98 list Ip's for
53 69 Stereo Clearance House Dept CH70
1029 Jacoby St , Johnstown, Pa 15902
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

" Tluig 61....d plot, t4,. earth
this realm , tins Enccland.-

stisibIst Lon4Son
Explore the culture.
Live with a British famit,ts.

App181,5 June Z for
ran sernesur 1980.
Earn full croS4t from the
llniversit5 of Marz.slAnS
Universit Colic&

Call or write the

Stuixs Abroa6 Office
( 301) 454-3043

Room 2115
North AbluLiisuation Bias.
Universit5 of
Collecy rark,=. 40742

Dean of Homewood Faculties."

This motion passed with 18 in

favor and 2 abstentions. Con-

nolly and Loebel will meet with

the involved administrators at
the end of this week to discuss
the proposal. They will report
back to a special meeting of the
Student Council on Sunday at
7:00 pm, in order to expedite
debate on the code so that it
might sooner be placed before
the students in a referendum.

In addition, Connolly re-

emphasized the importance of

adopting an adjudicatory code:

"Currently there is no definition

of the process for handling

charges against a student. The

code will delineate specifically

the students rights in issues

of non-academic discipline.

Buonocore
Junior V-P

cont. from p. 1

capacity along with Buonocore
and Aileen J. Steiner. He will be
replacing Steele.

Steele has made other chan-
ges in the organization of class
projects because of Bonk's resig-
nation. Apparently, she had
been obligated to take charge of
several projects that had been
abandoned by class members
(i.e., non-officers) who had lost
interest in their activities. Con-
sequently, each class officer is
now responsible for at least one
of several class pursuits that are
nresentiv in the works.

ROTUNDA OPTICIANS
Rotunda Mall

Prescriptions Filled

ACROSS
4. Where can you

take summer
courses in
Washington, D.C.?

8. you
can't refuse

20. What CUA offers
this summer.

DOWN
9. VVhenwill we see

you at CUA?

THE
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 75
Washington, D.C. 20064 • (202) 635-5256

Please send me a Summer School Catalogue

(Name)

(Address)
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Opinion 

S.O.S. For S.A.I.S•
BY DANIEL WILE

Witnessing a dark comedy is
sublime; participating in one as
grimly absurd as International
Studies (IR) is demoralizing.
Imagine an organization which
has a shaky foundation, but
whose leaders act as if the
shakiness is solidity, and one will
have an accurate impression of
how it feels to be a student in
the International Studies pro-
gram.

The weakest feature of the
program is its lack of dependable
introductory courses that are
suited to students' needs. A
comprehensive core curriculum
would consist of courses in
international political theory,
American foreign policy, inter-
national political history, com-
parative politics, and contemp-
orary issues. The required

- Contemporary International
Politics is the only introductory
IR course (as distinguished from
comparative politics). In recent
years, it has had no permanent
instructors, and it has covered

such varying topics as interna-
tional history, psychology in
international affairs, and the
elegance of germ warfare. Re-
quiring a knowledge of how
today's international order came
to be is quite reasonable; instead
of offering an appropriate
course, IR relies on the History
Department's History of Occi-
dental Civilization. "Occ. Civ."
deliberately avoids being a poli-
tical history course (teaching,
for example, about French peas-
ant life), and it is only supposed
to be an introduction to the.
study of history. Ironically
enough, Dr. Serfaty's American
foreign policy course is one of
the few regular offerings, but it
is not required.

The program requires too
many social science credits. In
addition to the six credits of
CIP. students must take 39
credits in the social sciences (all
IR requirements consume over
50% of their course load).
Since there appears to be little
coordination between Interna-
tional Studies and the other

cont. on p. 7

Will Frosh Run Dry?
There are several moves afoot that

threaten to drive a stake through the heart
of this campus's already pallid social life in
short order. Apparently, those pious
politicos in Annapolis have just about
decided that eighteen-year-olds must be
kept away from the Demon Brew. The
problem, so the legislators claim, lies not in
the fact that the eighteen-year-olds are
themselves drinking, but rather that they
tend to procure beer for even younger
people.

This may indeed be a problem, but it
is most definitely not a campus problem.
At an establishment like the Rathskellar,
where access is limited to those with
University ID's and alcohol is not allowed
to leave the premises, there is no chance
of any freshman rum-runner smuggling beer
out to thirsty adolescents in the parking
lot.

If the bill before the state legislature
is passed, the effect upon the Rat, and
other such collegiate, establishments
state-wide, will be profoundly detrimental.
It would mean having to turn away most of
the freshman and half of the sophomores,
leaving the management with the painful
decision of turning the Rat into either an
ice cream parlour or a twenty-one-and-over

club. The Rat has been doing an admirable
job this semester in its efforts to provide a
varied bill-of-fare and a balanced musical
line-up. All this hard work will come to
nought, however, if eighteen-year-olds are
subjected to selective prohibition.

Besides the practical problems, there
is also a moral issue involved. In light
of the fact that eighteen-year-olds may
soon be required to register for military
service and conceivably to fight and die for
their country, any law which prohibits
them from purchasing beer reflects a rather
dubious approach to legislating' morality.

The other problem involves the
possible closure of the Grad Club. We
sincerely hope that this establishment does
not go the way of the dinosaurs, good
Intersession courses, and Ric Pfeffer. The
Club is a sorely needed alternative to the
Rat, and its passing would mean a further
restriction upon students' already narrow
range of imbibing and eating alternatives.

Any wizened senior who is not
greatly perturbed by these events might
contemplate on what the horrors of
Freshman Year would have been like
without readily available supplies of
alcohol. After such reflection no heart can
fail to be moved.

( Letters To The Editor

Whorehouses

To the Editor:

As recorded in the Oxford
English Dictionary, the word
"fraternity" became part of the
written English language in
1330. In its primal state, the
term referred to "a body or
order of men organized for
religious or devout purposes."
Through the years, fraternities
became more devoted to their
parties than to their religion;
yet, a pious sense of duty
to their neighbors and society's
higher ideals seemed to charac-
terize their membership. Per-
sons have a right to group as
they see fit, so long as their
associations do not infringe
upon the rights of others or
upon the legal order developed
by their society. In hosting
"stripper nights," two Hopkins
fraternities, Delta Upsilon and
Phi Gamma Delta, have trans-
gressed their responsibility to
the community, and have called
into question their very associa-
tion with this university. Con-
sidering the illicit events spon-
sored by these two fraternities,
the Johns Hopkins Undergradu-
ate Community is shown no
recourse, but to reconsider the
function of these greek societies
at the university.

The primary concern of
fraternities during "Rush" is the
acquisition of new members. In
this period, the various fraterni-
ties should try to impress the
freshmen with the character
of their brotherhood. To this
end, each fraternity should em-
phasize positive aspects of fra-

ternity life that would heighten
freshman interest in its member-
ship. In this light, several
questions should be posed as
concerns "stripper nights."
First, what are we to infer about
a greek society that financially
fosters illicit sexual promiscuity?
More importantly, as these
"stripper nights" were "Rush"
activities were they necessary to
the acquisition of members; and
if they were, do these fraterni-
ties really desire the brother-
hood of those whose commit-
ment rests on such debauchery?
Regardless, does the university
wish to be associated with and
thereby condone fraternities
which sponsor such events?

in the early part of the year,
we were asked to support the
right of the northern fraternities
to coexist with the neighboring
community. We were assured
that, through a concerted effort,
they would improve their repu-
tations among their neighbors.
On the basis of this assurance,
the administration and studen try
supported the efforts fo these
fraternities. I do not mean to
indict those fraternities which
have been exemplary in their
community relations; yet, I can
not condone the exsistence of
fraternities that set aside a day a
year to act as common whore-
houses, that sensationalize acts
against nature, and that raffle
away a misguided, pitiable pros-
titute, the confluence of all of
this leading to the degradation
of young men.

In many instances, an op-
pressive peer pressure overly
coerces the participation of
otherwise unwilling freshmen.
Many freshmen, imminently
worried about their social and

athletic futures, perceive attend-
ance at these. events as an
insurmountable and necessary
evil. To conduct any event
which promotes such debauch-
ery, especially during a period in
which peer pressure is so oner-
ous, is despicable.

A whorehouse, whether o-
pen 365 days or one day a year,
is more than any family neigh-
borhood should be expected to
tolerate. The Johns Hopkins
University simply cannot over-
look these opprobrious effront-
eries committed against its sur-
rounding community. No com-
munity should have to tolerate
such infractions of both the
moral and legal order.

The brothers of Delta Upsi-
lon and Phi Gamma Delta are
fully obligated to address formal
apologies to the Hopkins Com-
munity, and, more importantly,
to their neighbors. Moreover,
unless assurances against such
heinous improprieties in the
future are received, a censure of
these fraternities, leading to
their disassociation with the
university, should be underta-
ken.

Sincerely,
John F. Harkins

Cleaning  Rush

To the Editor:

We would like to express
our opinions about the stripper
parties that some of the frater-
nities have been sponsoring. We
realize that fraternities are inde-
pendent of the campus and

cont on p. 8
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Hopkins Hosts And Co-Sponsors
Human Evolution Symposium

BY ROBERT INSOFT

The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity is hosting an internationally
known group of scholars in an
annual symposium to be held
Saturday and Sunday, February
16 and 17, in Shriver Hall
Auditorium. Entitled Landing
On Our Feet-Adaptability and
Human Evolution, the program
will consist of lectures and

informal debates on current
research in human evolution and
will be open to the public.

Topics to be discussed in-
clude a new theory on the role
of sex and pair-bonding in
human evolution.; the origins
of bipedalism; ancient environ-
ments; tool use and tool making;
the diets of early man; and the
evolution of higher primates.

The symposium is co-spon-
sored by Johns Hopkins and the
Foundation for Research Into
the Origin of Man (FROM), a
New York-based organization
dedicated to supporting research
in the field of human evolution.

The symposium is being
coordinated by FROM volunteer
Lucy Look and Dr. Pat Ship-
man, professor in the Depart-
ment of Earth and Planetary
Sciences. Look organized last

year's symposium, which was

held at Boston University. Look
believes that the program is

importan: not only as a forum
for scientists to exchange ideas
on their work, but also as a
means of helping people to
"learn and understand how man
evolved to where he is today."

Look believes that one of

the program's greatest merits is

that the featured speakers repre-
sent a diversity of fields. "We
have scientists representing every
discipline including archeology,
geology, botany and anatomy."

The symposium begins at 8
p.m. Saturday. Dr. Clifford
Jolly, professor of anthropology

at New York University, will

introduce the theme of the
program—the complex of traits
and adaptations that make man
human. He will also provide an
historical perspective on the
search to discover these adapta-
tions. Dr. Owen Lovejoy, associ-
ate professor of anatomy and
anthropology at Kent State, will
present his theory about the
importance of pair-bonding and
sex in the development of the

hominid complex.
The symposium will 'resume

at 11 a.m. on Sunday, February
17. Shipman will discuss her
research, which focuses on ways
of reconstructing ancient en-
vironments and animal commu-
nities and discovering why bones
are preserved as fossils. Elwyn
Simons, director of the Duke
University Primate Center, will
speak on "Adaptations in the
Earliest Higher Primates: Where
did it all start? "

Alan Walker, professor of
cell biology and anatomy at the
Johns Hopkins School of Medi-
cine, will discuss the functional
anatomy of primates from Ma-
dagascan Lemurs to early Homi-
nids. Glynn Isaac, professor of
anthropology at the University
of California at Berkeley and
co-director, with Richard Leak-
ey, of the Kobbi Fora Research
Project, will speak on "Tool Use
and Technology."

The two-day program costs
$6 for students, $10 for non-
students. Single-day tickets are
available at $3.50 for students
and $6 for non-students. Pro-
ceeds go to support the activities
of FROM.

Tickets can be purchased
prior to February 16 and will be
available at the door. For
information call (301) 338-
7039.

Possibility Of Olympics Boycott

Prompts Fair Name Change
BY BARBARA BUSHARIS

For political reasons, the

theme of the 1980 JHU Spring

Fair, scheduled for the weekend

of April 18-20, has been changed

from "An 'Olympic' Festival" to

"3400 On Stage: A Musical

Celebration."
According to chairpersons

Jeff Aronson and Ross Margo-

lies, the present tension in

Russian-American relations and

the uncertain future of the

Moscow Olympics prompted

them to question whether this

year's Spring Fair should be

centered around the games.
Although the Spring Fair

has always emphasized music,
this year, Aronson and Margolies
plan to offer many diversified
forms of musical entertainment.
Special and unusual groups,
ethnic music, a beer garden and
musical exhibits will be featured.
A photo exhibit from the
Smithsonian, "And the Band
Played On," has also been
booked for the weekend.

On Saturday night, Aronson
and Margolies have scheduled a
party for the whole campus. All
of Levering Hall will be used.

Entertainment will include a
nightclub, riverboat casino and
Dixieland jazz.

General organizational
meetings for those interested in
participating in the fair have
already begun. The next meeting
will be held on Sunday, Febru-
ary 10 at 4:00 in the Great Hall.

At the present time there
are 80-100 students working on
the various Spring Fair commit-
tees. Aronson and Margolies
emphasize that they are "trying
to get as many people as possi-
ble" involved in this Spring Fair.

To Hopkins

Benevolent job program leader Sid Goodfriend

Alumni Offer Labor

BY MARK TRACHTENBERG

The first placement session
of the Student Council's Alumni
Jobs program was held last
Tuesday night, with the second
meeting the following afternoon.
Sophomore and Student Council
secretary Sidney Goodfriend or-
ganized the project to find
summer job openings for Hop-
kins undergraduates with Uni-
versity alumni in the students'
fields of interest.

Goodfriend said he has
received over 40 firm offers of
employment from alumni. "I'm
very encouraged by the response
from both alumni and students,"
he said. According to Good-
friend, about 60 students at-
tended Tuesday evening's pro-
gram, and many showed up on
Wednesday afternoon. "Some
people waited two to three
hours," Goodfriend said. "Even
though the thing was only .
scheduled to last until 7:00,
I wound up staying until
almost 9:00."

The majority of the job
openings are in the Baltimore
and New York metropolitan
areas. Although some of the
listings are for unskilled jobs,
Goodfriend said that all the
positions offered are "substan-
tial." "We looked for positions
in which the major advantage is
not so much the money as the
experience offered," he said.
"Most of these jobs are, in
effect, paid internships." Those
businesses offering jobs through

Students Offer Little Support

Officials Fuzzy On Senior Profs Replacements

Dean of Faculty of Arts and

Sciences Sigismund Suskind,

in on retirement decision.

cont. from p. I
situation where jobs for new
2h.D.s are very hard to get.
We're now finding that the
majority of (departmental)
chairmen prefer the bright
young energy they could pro-

Sigisrnund Suslcind , Dean of
the Faculty of Arts and Sci-
ences, said the option "occurred
at a time when the University
cannot consider growing. We
cannot add faculty. The examp-
tion was taken advantage of by
the University in order to
amrnake available to depart-
ments the opportunity of ap-
pointing new faculty."

However, when he was
asked to discuss what new

faculty members have been

added, Suskind declined, saying

that it was wrong to discuss
personalities. Suskind said the
retirees will be asked to stay on
a part-time basis from year to
year as long as

However, when he was
asked to discuss what new
faculty members have been
added, Suskind declined, saying
it was wrong to discuss person-
alities. Suskind said the retirees
will be asked to stay on a
part-time basis from year to year
as the funds are available.

The administration has not
authorized a new faculty ap-
pointment to fill the void
left by Stein's retirement,
according to English Department
Chairman Laurence Holland.
Acting Art History Department
Chairman Michael Fried refused
to comment on faculty changes

within the Art History Depart-
ment occassioned by Stanton's
retirement.

Student reaction to these
retirements has been negligible,
largely because students were
unable to learn the identities of
thsoe faculty members affected.
Senior Dave Spivey circulated a
petition expressing regret at
Stanton's retirement and pre-
sented it to Muller, and the
Student Council appointed
sophomore class president
Chuck Peifer to investigate the
matter. However, the Council
took no further action once
it learned that Stanton would be
kept on a part-time basis.

Even if the retirees who
teach part-time are paid on a
course-by-course basis, they will

cont. on p. 6

Students
the program include engineering
and computer companies, law,
real estate and insurance firms,
and an advertising agency.

Although he says the pro-
gram started slowly, Goodfriend
is optimistic about its future. "I
began this project during Inter-
session of last year, and it takes
a lot of time and work to
formulate something new, do
the planning, and find the
money. But we got a lot of help
from the Alumni Association in
both organizing and financing
the program."

Goodfriend said that
Howard Screen and Art Giovan-
netti of the Alumni Information
Service had provided special
assistance by developing a com-
puter program to help him find
appropriate Hopkins graduates
to contact.

Next year, Goodfriend
hopes to expand the program to
include jobs in 'Philadelphia and
possibly Boston and Chicago,
depending upon the number of
students interested.

Goodfriend emphasized that
the program's role is limited to
giving students suggestions about
where to apply, as well as
providing appropriate names and
addresses. "Since the program is
only involved at the very first
stage," he said, "it's crucial to
our future planning that the
students we give information to
get back to us and tell us wheth-
er they got the job, what the
employer's attitude was like, and
so forth."

Stanton nu
Award For
Teaching

Art History Professor
Phoebe Stanton was awarded the
College Art Association's Award
for Distinguished Teaching of
Art History at its national
conference last week in New
Orleans.

The Association annually
selects its winner from among
art history teachers from across
the nation.

"Getting a prize for some-
thing that you love doing seems
sort of strange," Stanton remar-
ked.

Stanton will retire from her
full-time status at the end of the
academic year as part of the
University's implementation of
the 65-year-old retirement age 
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ADP Plans House Purchase
cont. from p, 1

will set up the corporation that
owns the building and rents the
space to current students.
Reportedly) if the chapter cannot
raise enough money to pay for
the whole project, the inter-
national body will buy the
building and lease it to the local
group.

Reportedly, the building
was found for the fraternity by
local real estate salesman and
alumnus Gorden Stick. The
fraternity had been looking for a
house since its start in 1977.

There are already two bus--
inesses in the building's base-
ment, Bob Graham's florist and
a WaWa Market. The fraternity
corporation will make the third

business on the property, the
,last permitted by its zoning.
There are no provisions in either
Maryland or Baltimore City law
to directly control the location
of fraternity houses. Controls
come from limitations on the
maximum number of residents
permitted in certain residential

Solender
BY STEVEN VIGGIANI

On Tuesday night, Steven

Solender, executive vice presi-
dent of the Associated Jewish
Charities and Welfare Fund,
spoke in the Listening-Viewing
Room on the problems Israel
faces as it attempt to make
peace with its neighbors.

Focusing particularly on

Israel's pull-out from the Sinai,
Solender pointed out that the
country will eventually have to
pay $3.2 billion of the $4 billion
cost of withdrawal. This will be
an exceedingly difficult task
because of Israel's current finan-
cial status; inflation was 111% in
1979.

Solender expressed concern

that the Israeli government

might cut urgently needed social

programs to help offset the costs

of the peace treaty with Egypt.

Budget-cutters have already
attempted to pare down Israel's
share of the costs of Project

Teacher

Retirement

Question
cont. p. 5

lose much money in benefits.

"There will be a degree of

financial hardship involved. The

University personnel benefits are

quite good," said -A. J. R.

Russell-Woods, campus.represen-

tative to the American Associa-

tion of University Professors

(AAUP) which lobbied against

passage of the retirement ex-

emption. He explained that

retirees will not receive major-

medical and life insurance ben-

efits.
Dean Suskind stressed that

when the professors were hired,

though, they were under the

impression tha they would retire

at age 65.

areas. However, since the
future ADP building is already
an apartment building, it escapes
that restraint.

Associate Dean of Home-
wood Faculties Jakie Hall said
that the school had no involve-
ment in the building's purchase.
He stated that the school had
been contacted by the group
and asked if it would be inter-
ested in a cooperative venture.
However, the school replied that
it was not interested. When
contacted, Hall said he had
not heard that the arrangements
had been completed.

When asked for comment

on the possible change in the

status of their building, tenants

expressed shock that it was so
far along. "How could this be a

frat house? Where would you
have the parties, on the stairs?"
replied one student resident.
Another tenant said that there
are no communal facilities, each
apartment having its own
kitchen. Both expressed con-
cern for the building's older

residents, one of whom has
reportedly lived in' the building
for 35 years. They felt that only
about half of the people in the
building were students, the
others being senior citizens.

The fate of current building

residents is unclear. Since the

frat has only 11 members, Cos-

tello feels they will not be able

to fill the whole building. He

believes that there will be space
for at least all the students who
currently live in the building.
He was unsure just how many
non-students lived in the build-
ing.

Conversion to a fraternity
house with communal facilities
will take some time and the only
current plan is to have all the
members living on the same
floor. One idea for future
changes would be to remove the
current kitchen facilities in each
apartment and install a com-
munal kitchen. Current frat
members share an apartment on

Maryland Ave.

On Israel's Security
Renewal, a program designed to
revitalize 150 of Israel's poorest
communities by eliciting dona-

tions from oversees Jewish

organizations to be matched
dollar-for-dollar by the Israeli
government.

Solender's remarks concern-
ing emigration to Israel sparked
the most discussion . "Massive
aliyah (emmigration) to Israel
would be a disaster,' he said,
arguing that the American Jew-

ish community as to retain its

numbers in order to effectively

influence the United State's
policy towards Israel. This

S.S. Director

James Bond

To Talk
BY HARRY LERNER

Deputy director of the

Selective Service, Dr. James

Bond, and pacifist Philip Berri-
gan are among the speakers who
• ill discuss military conscription
on Tuesday, February 12, at
7:30 pm in Shriver Auditorium.
The program has been organized
V the Graduate Representative
Organization and the Chaplain's
Office, who intend to have each
speaker make a brief presenta-

tion before taking questions
from the audience.

Others who will speak in
opposition to teh draft are

Parren Mitchell, Congressman
from the 7th District in Balti-
more, and Dr. Richard Barnett,
senior fellow at the Institute

for Policy Studks and author of

Russia and American and Roots

of War. Arrangements are

being made to obtain two more

speakers who favor the draft.

GRO Chairman Mark Kombluh

hopes to have representatives of

the Pentagon and Senator Scoop

Jackson's office appear.

remark was vigorously contested
by several members of the
audience.

om)eam),),me).• NED ma) m•

Congratulations to our peerless

leader Albert Sidney on the
22nd anniversary of his birth.
We love you dearly...C.B.

MOM. ANN, i•M)

POLICE Cf.0 BLOTTER

BY SUNITA HANJURA

Campus Security reported
the following crimes around
campus January 31 - February
7:

BREAKING AND ENTER-
ING: A student from the new
dorms called Campus Police
about 3:00 a.m. February 2 to
report someone breaking into
the Snack Bar. Campus Police
and Baltimore City Police ap-
prehended two students who
were stealing foodstuffs from

the Snack Bar kitchen. The

students who were arrested had

reportedly broken the side door

leading to the kitchen. It is

rumored that the incident is

connected with rush and that
the students were on their way
to a frat party.

LARCENY: A raquetball
acket was reported missing
from the men's locker room at
the Athletic Center sometime
between Feb. 2 and Feb. 4.
Campus Security reported no
signs of forced entry, since the
locker was locked and the lock
seemed undisturbed. There is
as yet Ito evidence that could
lead to the recovery of the

$85.00 racket.

LARCENY: A Hopkins

employee .reported that a clock
worth $38.00 was removed from
Garland Hall between Jan. 28

and Feb. 5. The suspect is about

50-60 years old and was wearing
a grey pin-striped suit with black
shoes. The clock was received
and reportedly put on display

elsewhere. Police are still

investigating this case.

LARCENY: Campus Secur-
ity reported that a telephone
was taken off the wall on the

second floor of Lazear in the

freshman dorms. The phone,
valued at $28.00, was stolen
over the Feb. 2-3 weekend.
There are no suspects.

LARCENY: A pair of
men's gloves was removed from
a desk in one of the offices in
Barton Hall. According to the
Hopkins instructor who owned
the gloves, the office was locked
when he returned Monday morn-
ing, and had been locked before
he left. No signs of forced entry
were reported.

LARCENY: A diagonal
woodcutter valued at $8.00 was
stolen from Barton Hall. The
cutting tool was removed from
the work bench sometime be-
tween Feb. 1-6. Campus Police
reported no signs of forced
entry.

Campus Security reminds
students that whistles are avail-
able to call for assistance in the
event of a criminal threat.
Whistles can be picked up at the
Security Office in Garland Hall.

National Anti-Draft Project
Gears Up For Registration

The phone won't let him
finish a sentence. This time the
call is from a Pennsylvania
college student, asking Jack
Calhoun how to obtain consci-
entious objector status.

"I don't know how the
administration will set C.O.
status this time," Calhoun con-
fesses.

"No," he continues, "I
think it is going to be even
tougher to get into Canada
now," explaining that a sour
Canadian economy has made
immigration more difficult than

ten years ago.
Colhoun, director of the

National Anti-Draft Teach-In

Project, hangs up and sighs. It is

two days after President Carter's

January 23 proposal to begin

military registration of all 18-24

year-old males, and Colhoun

quickly collected a mountain of

call back slips on his desk. "A
good number of students are

freaking out."
Colhoun and other veterans

of the anti-draft movement of

the Vietnam era--people who

still dot their speech with terms

like "freak out"--wasted no time

trying to organize that ground-

swell of fear and curiousity in

the aftermath of Carter's propo-

sal.
"I'm from a completely

different background than stu-
dents now," observes the
34-year-old Colhoun, a former
ROTC officer who fled to

Canada in 1970 and edited a
magazine for expatriates there.
"It will be interesting..."

Colhoun readily acknow-
ledges that many of today's

students--the people who would

be most directly affected by any

new registration and draft sys-

tem--were too young to recall
the emotions and tactics of the

anti-draft movement of a decade

ago. ROTC, once the beleagured

neighborhood symbol of the

war, is making a comeback on

campus, a phenomenon suggest--

ing that students may not

respond to the old anti-military

and anti-draft organizing tactics.

Recent campus violence against

Iranian students, moreover, indi-

cates a certain nationalism on

campus that might accept regis-
tration this time around.

The anti-draft organizers
remain optimistic, however. "I
think a lot of students who
disagreed with the anti-Iranian
talk on campus but didn't say
anything will speak out now
against the draft," says Frank
Jackalone, national chair of the
U.S. Student Association

Washington Peace Center
co-director Jane Midgely adds,
"Many didn't talk then because
of peer pressure." She maintains
the current anti-draft effort will
be aided by "the example of
Vietnam."

Midgely is the youngest of
the emerging central anti-draft
organizers in Washington.

Grad Club May Close
To Undergraduates

cont. from p. 1

overall responsibility for the
Grad Club from the autonomous
Grad Board, consisting of its
employees, to a committee of
the GRO that will have a say in
the broader policy issues of the
Club, and to a reconstituted
Grad Board that would run the

Club itself.
Other important issues such

as undergraduate admittance, a

change in the atmosphere of the

Club, an increase in the facilities

it provides and the eventual date

of reopening will be considered
by a committee consisting of
GRO members and the graduate
employees of the Club.

If work proceeds at the
current rate, prospects for a
quick reopening of the Club are
not promising. Even with com-
plete agreement on all the
ramifications of the change in
management, which has not
been reached, it is doubtful that
the Club could even partially
reopen before the end of Febru-
ary, according to Kornbluh.
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S.A.I.S.Curriculum And Leadership Are Lacking
cont. from. p. 4

social science departments, some
students end up taking unneeded
courses. A one-sided program is
not necessarily bad if it makes
its pupils more able than anyone
else in a given field; it is unlikely
that the IR curriculum achieves
even that goal.

International Studies also
lacks a permanent full time
faculty. Dr. Tucker has not
taught undergraduates for sever-
al years, and Dr. Liska oniy
occasionally teaches an under-
graduate course. Both either
have short office hours or are
difficult to see during those
periods. Only one Comparative
Politics or IR professor is readily
available for more than two days
each week.

The lack of a faculty or high
quality curriculum is significant
because a degree candidate
should be conversant in some
basic aspect of his chosen field.
If there are no means by which
to transmit that knowledge, then
the degree loses its value.

International Studies espec-
ially needs a comprehensive

adivsing program because the

area is so broad that a student

can very easily choose an unfo-

cused combination of courses.

The Department could very

easily divide International Stu-

dies into several policy areas and

list what courses would be suited

to each area. Freshmen need

special attention because they

are so new; they should not have

advisers who are either unavaila-

ble, unfamiliar with the school

or unwilling to discuss academic

or career objectives.
The program's weakness is

traceable to its head, Dr. Robert

Tucker. He has been in charge

of IR for at least the past eight
years and so is officially respons-

ible for any deficiencies The

department's small size means

that there is no one else to take

up the slack. In a meeting with

the AB-MA's last fall, Dr. Tucker

said that he was "too distracted"

to know us for the past three

years; he also seems to have been

distracted from running the IR

program effectively. He pre-

sumably was spending much of

his time writing the outstanding

books and articles for which he

is known nationally. Dr. Tucker

should continue to publish proli-

ficly, for his work adds to the

University's luster; however, is

he still has too little time to run

IR and if the University wants a

high quality IR program, then

someone other than Dr. Tucker

should head it.
Whoever runs it should have

past administrative, teaching and

scholarly experience. Some sort

of incentives, perhaps based on

salary or tenure, could be used

to prevent the person from being

"distracted" in the future.

The AB-MA's problems are

an extension of those at Home-

wood and are related to features

at SAIS, in particular SAIS's

new core curriculum. Under this
system, in addition to passing
oral exams in international eco-
nomics and one additional field,
an MA candidate must pass core

exams in three our of four core

areas (theory, American foreign

policy, history, and comparative

politics). To help students

prepare for the exams, the
School offers core courses,
which are not required. The
School instituted the curriculum
to prepare students for advanced
work (some professors had com-
plained that SAIS students were
unfamiliar with the basics) and
to teach familiarity with certain
fields, knowledge that would
distinguish a SAIS student from
MA's from other schools.

The AB-MA's (and many
other SAIS students as well)
already have skills in all four
areas. Whenever they have
complained, faculty have said,
"If you know the subject, then
you can pass the exam easily just
be reading up on your own."
Several features of the system
reduce this argument to sophis-
try.

The exams are based on
specially selected materials and
on interpretations presented
only in the core courses, and
unlikely to be a part of an
independent study program
aimed at passing the tests. Thus,
a person could already be able to
analyze international events, but

because he had not taken the
courses or read the specified
books, he could flunk the exam.
The courses, then are for all
practical purposes, required, and
the tests themselves are really
comprehensive exams.

Students are hurt because
having to take core courses

prevents them from taking
courses where they could learn
proportionately more compared
to the effort invested. Such a
process of "academic optimiza-
tion" is needed because a
student will only be able to take
16 to 20 courses in two years at
SAIS.

A core curriculum does not
even ensure that a professor will
be able to skip introductory
material because students only
have to take three out of four
exams. Any student in a given
class may not have taken the test
most relevant to the professor's
course. Moreover, under SAIS'
rules, students may take advanc-
ed courses before passing the
relevant core exam.

The argument based on the
intrinsic worth of being certified
as having mastered a set of
material is weak because the
requirements were themselves so
arbitrarily set according to the
values of the core curriculum's
designers. Who is to say what
knowledge is "best"? In any
case, to take the core course,
pass the exam, and then to call
oneself an analyst is like invest-
ing several hundred dollars in a
Stanley Kaplan course, scoring
an 800 on the LSATs, and
proclaiming one to be Earl
Warren

AB-MA's and all SAIS stu-
dents should not have to follow
the whiniLof a few powerful

DO NOT EAT:
apple pie
baked beans
bologna
bread
candy
cannelloni
cheesecake
chocolate
cupcakes
danish
doughnuts
dumplings
eclairs
egg rolls
fettucine
fondue
french frie
gravy
honey
ice c
las

marshmallows
muffins
noodles
oatmeal
olives
parfait
pizza
potatoes
pretzels
ravioli
salami
sauces
scraps
spaghetti
sun •

•

A FILM BY ANNE BANCROFT

Fats()
Starring DOM DeLUISE in "FATSO"
ANNE BANCROFT • RON CAREY • CANDICE AZZARA

Written and Diruded by ANNE dANCROFT Produced by STUART CORNFELD
Associate Producer JONATHAN SANGER Music by JOE RENZETTI

A Production of Brooksfilms Ltd. Color by Deluxe.

PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED 4411:1
READ THE BALLANTINE BOOK

PG
SOME MAT IAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN

Starts Friday, Feb.15

professors. The students are
more familiar with their own
academic abilities and needs
than is the SAIS faculty and are
mature and pragmatic enough to
determine whether they have
enough background to take a
particular course. If they
miscalculate they run the risk of
failing the course, but that is a
risk faced by students in all
schools.

The AB-MA's also had to
take a very unorganized course
with Dr. Liska. Each AB-MA
read several books by Dr. Liska
and outside sources, and then
gave an oral presentation. The
discussions were both boring and
disjointed. Having to take the
course deprived us of taking
more rewarding courses; its only
saving grace was that it required
little work.

What has been most demor-
alizing has been the haughty
defensiveness with which Drs.

cont. on p. 8

My major is math
My mino isZen
I know a9
But you, a10.

10's
deserve
flowers.

Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, be-
cause 10's know they
deserve the best.

The FTD Valentine Bud
Vase is usually available for
less than $10.00. As an in-
dependent businessman,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices. Service charges
and delivery may be
additional. Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards. '1980 Florists'
Transwor!d Delivery. We
send flowers worldwide.

0•101041/40

711A,

Helping you
say it right.

TOWSON
York Rd. at Hutzlers

Beltway Exit 25 & 27 So.
823-2436

WESTVIEW
6000 Balto. Ntl. P,ke
Beltway Exit 15 West

788-7311
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Still More Letters From The Old Mail Bag
cont. from p. 4

therefore have the right to run
their parties as they please, but
we hope they will consider
abolishing stripper night of their
own volition for various reasons.
We do not question anyone's
right to appreciate the human
body, but raffling off a human
being is unethical and degrading
to everyone. This practice is
both illegal and offensive to
many men and women.

Fraternities add to the
social life on campus and pro-
vide housing and friendship
for many students. We would
not like to see these opportun-
ities taken away, but the above
mentioned practice jeopardizes
their position in the community
and could possibly invoke action
on the part of the admin-
istration. Rush is a time for
freshmen men to explore the
possibility of joining a frat, but
many who want to join feel
pressured into attending stripper
night against their better judge-
ment. With all that fraternities
offer, certainly just as many
men and perhaps even more,
would be just as interested
without a stripper night.

Nineteen concerned freshmen

Help for Women

To the Editor:

We sat down to write about
the M. Carey Thomas Women's
Center with the intention of
explaining it to the Hopkins
Community, but found that
before we could explain it
to other, we needed to under-
stand it ourselves, and we didn't.
We know what it has been, and
what we would like it to be-

SALES.
cont. from p. 7

Tucker and Liska responded to
any criticisms from the
AB-MA's. Dr, Liska called the
AB-MA's "querulous" and un-
grateful. At the AB-MA meet-
ing, whose dialogue and plot
could have been written by a
Genet or Brecht, Dr. Tucker said
that he had been too distracted
to know us and then said that he
knew what was best for us. He
told me, "We know what is good
for you because we are your
elders."

Reform is even more diffi-
cult because tracing the lines of
authority within the program
has been nearly impossible.
Where, for example, does SAIS's
authority begin and Home-
wood's end? Is the AB-MA
subject to SAIS or to the Politi-
cal Science Department?

Ultimately, IR will need
more faculty, money and atten-
tion, and the AB-MA program
will need a large dose of com-
mon sense. Every degree in the
University should have to be
reviewed periodically to main-
tain its quality; the University
should never again be in a
position where it academically
suffocates the very people who
it tries to educate.

come. We do not know what it
is, becuase what it is changing.

The M. Carey Thomas
Women's Center is, first and
foremost, people. And as people,
we have dreams and we have
realities. Our dreams are of a
place where men and women of
goodwill can share, talk, ques-
tion, and help each other under-
stand the reasons for, confronta-
tions over and mutual benefits
of our changing roles.

Our realities are a few
dedicated people who believe
that the roles of men and
women are changing, and that
these changes affect all of our
lives in very real ways, whether
or not we approve of them or
even understand them.

Those who are presently
involved with the Women's
Center do not pretend to have
the answers, but we do have a
lot of questions. Some of the
questions recently discussed
have included: Are there
inherently distinct male and
female characteristics? If so,
what are they and what are their
ramifications for society as a

whole and for us in the Hopkins
community? What is the goal of
the Women's Movement? Is it to
liberate women to function as
men in a competitive society or
is it to liberate women and men
to co-operate with mutual re-
spect? Need men and women
exchange roles, or can we share
them? What are our options,
and how do we accomplish
them?

The M. Carey Thomas
Women's Center addresses these
issues on several levels. We
sponsor a male/female discussion
group on Sunday evenings at
6:00 pm in Merryman 121B and
an all-female group on Thursday
evenings at 6:00 pm in Home-
wood apartment 4AA; in both
of these groups the discussions
are personal. Informal discus-
sions are held at our Thursday
luncheon meetings, at noon in
Merryman 121B. We also offer
films, speakers, and sources for
feminist information

These are some of the things
the Women's Center is. Our
dreams for it include forums on
women's issues a newsletter

activities co-ordinated with
other campus groups and wo-
men's centers in the area, and a
clearinghouse for information
on women's issues.

We can make these dreams
into realities, but we can't do it
alone. We need your help to
make the M. Carey Thomas
women's Center a place that will
fulfill the needs of the men and
women of the Hopkins commun-
ity. If your dreams reflect ours,
please come to one of our
meetings, or contact Claire
Wyman at 385-2052, Marian
Tamburrino at 366-0186, or
Rebecca Wright at 243-5247.

Marian Tamburrino

Draft View

To the Editor:

A wave of controversy and
publicity has swept over the
Hopkins campus recently, driven
by the storm of debate over
reinstatement of draft re istra-

tion. Voices have been raised on
both sides of this issue, some
being heard nationwide. I would
like to add one more voice to
the (hopefully) growing chorus
of support.

I am a member of the
affected group, if only by nine
months. Since Congress is not
usually noted for its speed in
action, it could normally be
assumed that I have little to fear
from a reinstated draft. Howev-
er, in this case Congress is
making signs of acting with real
alacrity. I have one qualification
to speak which most Hopkins
students do not possess: I have
been there before. During the
Vietnam era, I was an undergrad,
waiting with all the other ivory
tower inmates to see if I would
get an undesired release into the
real world of war. I pulled a
good number, and was never
called. Several things are differ-
ent about the present situation,
things which make it imperative
that our reaction also be differ-
ent.

Vietnam was a war fought
cont. on s. 19
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The Walters
Art Gallery

EXPLORATIONS
IN THE WAITERS

Courses
TICKETS BY MAIL ONLY.

r4r,
,404,101:

A National Endowment for the Humanities Learning Museum Program

10 TUESDAYS, MARCH 4—MAY 6, 8:00 P.M.
$20 (Walters Members—$15)

Great Discoveries of
ARCHAEOLOGY
EGYPT • PALESTINE • CYPRUS

How Archaeologist's Dig

Reports by Archaeologists on

Current Excavations

Great Past Discoveries

The Tomb of Alexander's Father

Classical Sculpture

Aegean Bronze Age

Carter's Grove (near Williamsburg)

Cyre ne (Libya)

10 THURSDAYS, FEB. 28—MAY 8, 8:00 P.M.
$20 (Walters Members—$15)

Art of the
ISLAMIC WORLD

Fabulous Cities & Arabian Nights
Palaces & Mosques

Carpets & Mughal.Treesure
Miniature Painting & Ceramics

• EGYPT • SYRIA • PERSIA • IRAQ • SPAIN
• INDIA • ARABIA • TURKEY

Mail Names, Address, & Check to. . . .

Explorations in the Walters
600 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Md. 21201

Indicate which series yOu went & enclose fee for each person & series
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INTERVIEW ON CAMPUS
with

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

The Data Systems and Services Group of

General Instrument Corporation will be

oonducting on-campus interviews on

Wednesday, February 20

The Data Systems and Services Group
specializes in the development of real time,
on-line transaction processing systems
within o network environment of

numcomputers. microprocessors and in-
telligent terminals. We are an international
leader in the field of wagering, point-of-

sale and retail systems. Recent growth
has created a number of positions in

systems and applications programming.

To arrange an interview and obtain company
literature, contact the Placement Office.

El
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
DATA SYSTEMS AND SERVICES GROUP

-:5 \1cC3RmiCK RCAD HUNT ,,ALLEv MARYLAND 21'2.3'

Kathy Marcinko. (301) 628-.5067

Cathedral at Eager Streets

PRESENTS

HopkiNs PARTy NITES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

HopkiNs HospiTAL

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28

HopkiNs MEdiCAL STUdENTS

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

HopkiNs HomEwood CAmpus

7:00 P.M. Til
Please present Hopkins identification.

Guest - $4
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•A THOUGHTFUL INTRODUCTION
For reasons which probably have to do with a

persistant streak of optimism in the human race, most of
the metaphors which describe the varying courses of
our lives have to do with going somewhere on a road. I
suspect that for many, a more apt simile might involve
falling down a well, or being forced to eat an unpalata-
ble, multi-course meal. Let us put aside such quibbling
with the sagacity of our ancestors, however, and deal
with what we are given. The fact of the matter is that
most people, when prompted to describe the process
of getting on in this vale, insist upon employing such
stock phrases as " walking the straight and narrow,"
"the rocky road to success," and "the road less tra-
velled." Inaccurate, certainly...but you have to admit
they're catchy. Actually, such old standards are merely
a subtle form of euphemism: It's much less angst-
provoking for all concerned if you say ." He trod a hard
and tortuous path which led to lands obscure" rather
than ."He pissed in the wind for sixty-odd years."

Now, when the friends of our pre-college days
part with us and begin to pursue their own differing
interests, we are likely to perceive their departures as
dubious veerings-off from the highroad of our own lives.
I know that when I announced my intention to come
two thousand miles east in order to persue a degree in
English, many an old High School chum pictured in their
mind's eye a narrow cowpath leading to a precipitous
ledge, instead of the yellow-bricked Interstate which I
saw stratched out majestically before me.

Few of us lose touch completely with our closest
home-town friends when we come to Hopkins. True, it's
not like it used to be, even with them. There's a tedious-
ness in having to sketch in all the background and
explain who everybody is before they can enjoy a good
story — but such is the required preface before old
friends can appreciate any anecdote which lays its scene
at Hopkins. And of course, they have to do the same for
you.

It's a bit like having to light the stovetop burner
with a match each time you want to cook, because the
pilot-light has gone out. Still, between people who went
through the horror of puberty shoulder to shoulder, it's
far from an insurmountable obstacle. Also, with such
friends there has usually been a sufficient, if irregular,
flow of letters, postcards, and long distance calls which
have served to mitigate the long semesters of separation.
Between ourselves and true adolescent compatriots, the
old school tie just needs to be dusted off a bit before the
intimacy and comraderie return.

Where the real potential for psychic pummelling
occurs is when you look up mere acquaintances after a
couple of years' lapse. I'm not talking about friends,
Slow"

It's true what they say...You can't go home.
now -- I mean people that you only tolerated; kids who
were just there and nothing else. This group includes
friends of friends; class officers (whose loathsome job it
seemed to be to "know"everybody); people who for
some reason liked you but whom you couldn't stand;
ex-teachers; and, of course, the height of self-destructive
nostalgia, ex-girlfriends.

I don't know why Bruce and I decided to set a
day aside for such folly, but we were sadder men come
bedtime, let me assure you. Perhaps it was the boredom
of an Intersession at home, maybe it was the re-run of
"Roots" we had watched the night before...it was
probably something in the water, but that is all idle
speculation, for the damage is done. Tampering with
one's firmly-held perceptions of-- and prognostications
for -- the folks who furnished the backdrop of one's
adolescence is a dangerous pasttime, and definitely
not for the squeamish. I am squeamish. The college
years are destructive enough of youthful Weltanschungs
without bothering to find out how utterly wrong you
were about absolutely everybody.

A PUNK GOES DISCO
Back in the days of learner's permits and Lit

cream, Gary was something of a knife-wielding guru.
Our parents considered him to be a textbook "bad
influence", which of course went far toward confirming
our already high opinions of his lifestyle. Gary was a
wonder to us all. Hell, let's not mince words -- Gary was
a hood.

I know that it's something of a limpid boast
these days, but the man was constantly high. Constant-
ly. His worn-out jean jacket never contained less than a

Warning! Nostalgia can be

TOUCHED
THE PEIIII.01

half a dozen joints, and his lunch milk was discreetly
laced with vodka. Gary was always the one who had
mysterious "connections" among the upperclassmen,
and from such shadowy beings a myriad of drugs were
procured and chilling tales of cocaine busts and Juvenile
Hall sodomy were disseminated. A despiser of authority
in any form, Gary seemed to have a sixth sense about
exactly how much lip each teacher would take, and he
was quite creative about the obscene jestures he brazenly
made when their backs were turned. Our savant looked
with contempt upon all form of academic achievement
as well as acheivers, boasting that he had never received
any grade higher than a B-, even in gym. (At our school,
that was no mean trick.) His possessions were our
constant envy -- he owned a bee-bee rifle, a "real pistol,"
a switchblade, a waterbed, and a smoker's cough. In our
eyes, he was the man who had everything.

Gary's parents didn't care about him, and to
those of us whose brains were still in the mewling and
puking stage, that spelled a freedom undreamed-of.
From our safe distance, his life seemed the very essence
of romanticism, and through him we vicariously broke
all the rules which in reality we submitted to like so
many Beaver Cleavers.

Bruce and I put our heads together, and came to
the conclusion that, by now, Gary was most assuredly
dead.

We found him alive, however, in a fast-food joint,
wearing the same scowl he usually reserved for those
making the Honor Roll -- but this time it was directed
at an employee. Wonder of wonders, at one of his
employees. "You don't get paid to stand around, Bill.
If you're standing around it means I don't need you and
I let you go. It's as simple as that. There's always
something to do around here, Bill. Remember that or
you can go home right now."

Friends, it's a sad thing to see your idol brought
low, even when you have long ago ceased to believe in
his existence. I felt as though I'd just seen the Ayatollah
squeezing tits at Studio 54.

Gary was glad enough to see us, in a reserved
sort of way. He took off his paper cap (God, but his
hair was short!) and sat down with us, but he would
have nothing of the "good ole days." His talk was all of
the present, and his meteoric fast-food future to come.
"We do more volume than any other store in the Third
Region, and Mr. Heller knows who to thank for that."
he informed us. "It shouldn't be long before I'm super-
visor here on the east side of town, and the last guy who
had that job got transferred upstairs to headquarters at
Dallas. It's a great company, if you're willing to put
in the work."

Between descriptions of franchise nirvana, he
chided us for "putting things off' by going to school.
"Tell you the truth guys,' he confided, "I don't like to
hire college kids...

College kids yet. Where does he get off?...
"...even for the summer. They just think they're

too good to work." Needless to say, Bruce and I were
devastated. We'd both had Henry's Hoagie Hovel
penciled in as our career objectives for a long time now,
and learning that we were just too foppish for honest
toil came as a bitter pill indeed. At one point, the
dressing-down was interrrupted when our host decided
that a group of teenagers — who, incidentally, looked
like so many "before" pictures of himself -- had lingered
too long over their hoagies and shakes. While he was
chasing the gaggle of punks away, Bruce turned to me
and whispered "Hey, we were right about Gary. lie is
dead."

Oh, I admit it -- Gary has cleaned up his act,
alright. But in his zealous scrubbing he's gone beyond
clean and wound up somewhere on the spooky side of
sterile. Yes, he's motivated now, and interested in his
future, and has all the markings of a solid citizen, and all
that other good stuff. Believe me, if I was head of the
D.A.R. I'd be thrilled.

My God, he even asked us if we wanted to buy a
"piping hot apple pie" for the ride back.

by Cates B
THE POWER AND THE GLORY

I first met Sheila through one of Bruce's old
girlfriends. She was one of those rare girls who was
never anything but delightfully feminine, and yet who
could bring off an occasional racy story or chug a beer
now and again. She had the ability to be extremelY
witty without appearingin any way bitchy. (Does this
description sound really sexist? Yes? Good.) Sheila was
one of those peers who you always thought of as being a

4

Engaging in this type of foolish activity
can easily ruin your entire day.

few years older than yourself, though you knew it
wasn't the case. There wasn't one of our clique who
hadn't gotten a few cans of liquid courage in him and

made a beery pass at some party or football game. She

always put such clumsy learchings down with a bit of
firm good humor, and rarely held a grudge. Some of us,
including this reporter, had a continuous crush on

her right up through the twelfth grade, but then I guess

that's rather obvious by now. At any rate, Bruce and I
picked her to visit next because we didn't want another
nasty surprise, and we figured she was a no-lose proposi-

tion. Boy, could we pick 'em.
Things went well enough at first. She had a

small, tidy apartment in one of those new Casa Nausea

type developments, which she'd furnished admirably on

her salary as a beginning design consultant. The walls

were hung with geometrical prints of her own creation,
and she had a half-finished painting on an easel.

Pretty as ever, too.
After the small talk, I decided to dig in. "So,

how have things really been lately?" (We newspaper
types ask such penetrating questions as a matter of

course.)
"Well, to tell you the truth, my life has reallY,

taken a turn for the better in the last few months.
"Oh yeah?" Thinking, with a pang of remorse,

that she had probably gotten engaged to some luckY
young lawyer.

"Yes...ever since I let the Son of God into my
life."

"Jesus Christ!" I blurted out, rather undiploma-
tically.

"That's right, Cates. That's what it's all about.

Have you accepted Jesus as your savior, too?"
`.Wha?" I looked over at Bruce, who had buried

his head in his hands and was rocking back and forth.

Suddenly, the geometrical pictures on the walls came
into proper focus, coalescing into the apex of a pair of

praying hands and the right angles of a wooden cross.

"Have you let Jesus into your heart, either of

you?" What was I supposed to say --A don't even let
Jehovah's Witnesses into my home. Not knowing what
to do, I made some terrible joke about trying to cut

down on cholesterol.
" I really don't think you should jest about

matters of salvation. Cynicism, you know, is the lang"

a
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uage of the weak."
More horrors followed. Before we could excuse

ourselves, she opened a drawer and produced some
"inspirational literature" which, she was sure, would
help us two sinners "find out way out of darkness." At
that point, we just wanted to find our way to the
parking lot.

"If you came to the Life-In with me," she
suggested "I think you'd adopt a more positive atti-
tude."

"Life-In?" Had Rowan and Martin turned Ho.ly
Roller?

."Oh yes. We're having a Life-In at one of those
abortion clinics on Colfax Ave." Just dandy...she was a
fetus-flinger, too! Icing on the cake.

I was hopping mad about the whole affair.
Someone had taken a Renaissance woman and turned
her into something out of the Dark Ages. How does that
happen to people? Is it a bacteria, a virus, or some vile'
form of nerve gas that got away from the Army? All I
know is that there's a lot of it going around these days,
especially at the airports. I think Congress ought to
Investigate. We never had this trouble until they took
cyclamates out of the diet drinks -- think about that!

Bruce and I retreated to the safety of a bar and
attempted to regather our bruised wits. We should have
quit while we still had at least some illusions left, but a
kind of morbid fatality seemed to hang over us, pushing
US farther toward the Abyss despite our better judge-
ment.

GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS
While I was nursing my second C.C. on the rocks,

I slowly became aware of a familiar silhouette seated
alone at one of the other tables. Ave Maria, it was none
other than Father Gumbatt, my old high school English
teacher! Being the product of a Jesuit education, I
was used to seeing my instructors in various saloons, but
Father Gumbatt's slouching demeanor and three day
growth struck a disturbing note. This was the selfsame
man who had first opened my eyes to the wonders of
literature, first stripped the veil away from the magic of
Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth and Dickens. It was

Sadly„ I found Father Gumbatt to be much changed.
his burning enthusiasm for the treasures of the language
that had wooed me away from my childhood ambition
of becoming a carnival barker and set me on the road to
literary criticism. Bounding up from the table, I literally
ran across the bar room to the side of my old mentor.
"Father Gumbatt! How are you?"

He winced and looked up at me with a pained
expression on his face. "You talk very loudly, son. Who
the hell are you, anyway?" I told him my name and
asked if he didn't remember me from class.

"Yes, yes. I remember you, alright. Calm down.
And don't call me 'Father.' I've left the Order. The
Only reason I wear this collar now is so I can get free

drinks in Irish bars and talk my way out of drunk driving
tickets on my way home. Sit down, since you're ob-
viously going to anyway. What're you doing with
yourself these days, Baldhead?"

"Baldridge."
"Right. What are you up to?"
I told him my plans for earning a PhD in English,

which prompted an even sourer expression on his part
than my initial appearance.

"You idiot. Why the hell do you wanna do
something like that for?"

Confused and a bit hurt, I explained to him that
he and no one else had been the fountainhead of my
interest in literature.

"Don't blame me for your wasted life." he
growled, ordering another boilermaker. "I'm not taking
the rap for your mistakes! English? Pah! Nobody
reads anymore, Baldhead. What use is anybody going to
have for a literature major when all they can do is watch
the tube?"

He downed another libation and continued his
exegesis. "I had a couple of kids in my last class who
couldn't even tell time because they'd never seen any-
thing besides a digital clock! And as for writing --
haven't you heard? It's all passe! Kids today don't
write,- he said, jabbing a finger contemptuously at his
cocktail napkin, "They just punch out some pre-fab
answer on a damn computer console! There won't be
anyone for you to teach, Bloodridge. Why bother with a
dictionary when the only words left in students' vocabu-
lary is 'really' and 'let's party?' You might as well drop
out now and get into refrigerator repair before it's too
late."

I was crushed. Here was my prime mover with
his wheel in the ditch and his nose in a glass of bourbon.
I felt lost, I felt betrayed...worse than that, I felt down-
right unemployable. Ordering several drinks to go, I
gathered up Bruce and shuffled out into the cold to
meet more quick-change phantoms from our past.

RANDOM SHOTS
The next few inquiries were made over the

phone, under the mistaken assumption that it wouldn't
be as traumatic to find out the bad news that way. I'll
say one thing, we were a consistent pair of saps. Below
are a few of our "picks" and the actual results.

Audrey Brittel: Cheerleader; good brains; good
boobs; vivacious personality. We figured she'd be top of
her class and probably engaged to a senator's son. Not
quite. She put a forty-five to her temple three days
before final exams and blew her "good brains" all over
her roommate's handmade quilt.

John McVicar: Valedictorian; IBM scholarship;
head of the Young Republicans. According to Jimmy
and Bruce the Greeks, this guy was by now being
groomed as a rising star in some multinational corpora-
tion. Close, but no cigar. He went to Berkeley, couldn't
hack the pre-med program, dropped out and joined the
Navy. The latest word was that he was on a hospital
ship recovering from a severe knife wound he received in
a scuffle while on liberty in Barcelona. Pay another
quarter and try again.

Bill Bowler: Acne sclrred; probably homosexu-
al; desperately unhappy. We had him headed into the
Jesuits. So close, he migrated to California, went into
therapy, and works as a nightclub comedian in Los
Angeles.

Phil Hawes, whom we always considered a very
smart guy, is Colorado coordinator for Jerry Brown.

Bill Sanchez, who I thought was an extremely
talented artist with a brilliant career ahead of him, is a
hot tub distributor in the Southwest.

At this point Bruce ripped the phone off the
wall, so further telephonic humiliation became impossi-
ble. No matter though, for I had an Ace in the Hole. I
thought I saw a way to redeem myself and prove that I
was not a totally incompetent judge of human nature. It
involved looking up the one person who I was positive
would never perform a behavioral about-face. It in-

volved the one stable personality in a world seemingly
gone mad. It involved looking up my old girlfriend,
Mindy Manngelder.

ET TU, MINDY?
Ah, dear Mindy, how can I describe her? How

do her justice? To put it simply, she walked that thin
borderline between the neurotic and the psychotic in
sharp, stilleto heels. In a word, the girl was sick. Her
parents had been through a messy divorce, and she hated
her father with a passion that spilled over to embrace
men in general and yours truely in particular. I must
explain: She was the first female who had even shown
me any kind of attention at all, so of course I was madly
in love, which accounts for why I put up with all of her
abuse. For seven long months she subjected me to every
kind of psychic humiliation and physical frustration
known to man and Satan. She fairly delighted in hurting
me and kept it up because she knew, half-witted puppy
dog that I was, that I would always come back for more.
Some people said that Mindy was strikingly pretty,
others said that she was merely average --it was all one to
me, for like I said, I was too much in love to care.

This former source of anguish was now my only
consolation as darkness closed in on that... stupid... day.
."Once a bitch, always a bitch.!" I said. "She'll be all
he rotten things I've imagined her to be, you'll see.
chose borderline crazies never change." It seems naive
now, but I was supremely confident that, no matter
what else had transpired in the lives of my contempora-
ries, Mindy Manngelder was still a thoroughly miserable
human being.

Need I relate, dear reader, what I found upon
entering that familiar house anew?

"I'm so glad to see you again after all this time."
she said, and in vain I fratically searched her face for
some trace of insincerity. "I've wanted to call you many
times...to tell you things...but I was afraid you might not
listen...after everything I did."

This wouldn't do. I was sitting on the couch,
already breaking into a cold sweat. "No,no.."I thought
to myself. "Calm yourself! She's just stalling until she
can really twist the knife."

"I was so immature back then." she continued in

The bitch didn't even have the decency to remain one.
conciliatory tones. "I was very mean to you, I
know...but it was a...difficult time for me." A little cry
came into her voice. "And you...you were always so
sweet through it all. I hope you can forgive me for all
the pain I caused you"

This was unbearable! I felt the pillars of my life
crumbling and almost clasped my hands over my ears to
shut out the hateful noise. Was nothing left of the old
Mindy? Where was the sadistic streak I had come to
know and despise?

Suddenly, she .began to blush. "I'm engaged
now. I mention that only because know I
frustrated you terribly.., in a physical way. I mean.
And...well... if I could I'd do something to make up col
it. There's Bob now...but...I somehow feel I ought to do
it anyway, as a kind of atonement. Of course. I know
that one time could never make up for all the..."

ARGGGHHHHH! THIS WAS THE UNKIND-
EST CUT OF ALL! I come to see a psychopath and
find... repentence! civility! kindness! I thought I was
going to vomit. We talked a little more and it soon
became only too clear that my Mindy had turned into a
charming young woman of deep feeling and high intel-
lect. I was desolate. Turning down her offer of sexual
reparations, I left the house a broken man.

HYPERBOLIC CONCLUSION
I have written this account as a warning to those

who would attempt a piece of folly similar to mine.
Desist! Desist before it's too late. For if you try to lift
the hooped skirt of your preconceptions about others,
you will find that Truth has only varicose veins on her
legs and cellulite on her thighs. Persist in your shallow
illusions and haphazard pigeon-holing of otheis. Persist
in your foolish notions about how others live k have
gone. Persist, if you value your peace of mind. For life
is not a road, or a path, or a highway. No my friends.
life is a shell game manipulated by a clever huckster, and
we are all bumpkins from the farm.
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James Gives Us
A Culture Shock

The only living human motives

left in his (James's) novels are a certain

avidity and an entirely superficial curiosi-

r.v.
--H. G. Wells

Comments like the above reflect

many people's opinion of James's

novels--plotless psychological studies of.

characters with no visible means of

support and no real existence outside the

cozy stagnation of the drawing room. By

extension, a Henry James movie would
• '"

be two hours of stultifying boredom.

That this is not the case in James Ivory's

The Europeans, a film version of James's

novel reveals not only/ the skill and

sensitivity of the director but also the

inherent interest, humanity, and rele-

vance of James's drawing room world.
The Europeans, like most of

James's novels, does not have a readily

summarizeable plot. Rather, it examines

the culture shock that occurs when two

charming European cousins descend upon

their New England relatives to make their

fortunes through American marriages.

Felix, a bohemian artist with a superficial
smile, and his sister, a Baroness (Lee
Remick) with exquisity manner, turn the

Wentworths staid, Puritan ethos into

confusion. No one dies, no one's honor is

"ruined," but the shock that occurs

affects those nineteenth century Anielicans
as deeply as rapid technological changes
affect us now.

Ivory shows his skill as a director

by preserving the Jamesian flavor of the

novel while making full use of the film

medium to translate it for modern

audiences. Ivory keeps the pace slow,

drawing the camera's attention to gest-

ures, sighs, and subtleties. The only

wide-angle shots are of the leaf-strewn,

New England countryside; otherwise,

the shots rarely exceed the frame of the

drawing room, thereby preserving the

importance of the individuals and the

reality of their problems.
The acting is excellent and, along

with carefully selected Jamesian dialogue,

shows up the differences between

Europeans (or, rather, transplanted Amer-

icans who have been Europeanized) and

Americans. The Americans, formerly

comfortable in their upright, Emer-

son-toting existence, now experience the

confusion of meeting people who speak

smoothly and rarely mean what they say.

Gertrude Wentworth (Lisa Eichhorn)

sums it up the first time she meets Felix.

When he asks her if she and her family

have heard of him, she replies, "Yes. You

come from Europe." Eichhorn's Ger-

trude is honest, naive, and starved for

passion and adventure; being with Felix

brings out her true nature, a nature not

tolerated in the "very improving" New

England society.
Robert Acton (Robin Ellis), the

Wentworth's cousin, is a shipper in the

China trade and less naive than Gertrude.

He is charmed and bewildered by the

Baroness; in their highly ironic relation-

ship, Acton refuses to commit himself

before the Baroness burns her marital

bridges. The Baroness complains, "You

Americans are very strange. You never

say anything outright." While Felix

cont. on p. 13

"Minotauromachy"

At Theatre Project 

A One Man Story
BY BETSY COR WIN

February has always seemed to

me the longest month and this year we

have 29 days of it. February.

F-E-B-R-U-A-R-Y is actually an acronym.

February. Females Brew Arbitrarily.

What do you think of that? (beep

This is Matthey-Daniel Stremba's

current recorded telephone message. This

is what anyone calling his house for the

first time would hear. This could be

anyone's introduction to Stremba.
Although the publicity released

by the Theatre Project, a theater and

dance center near the Maryland Institute,

describes Stremba as a "poet, mime,

actor, vagabond, comic, romantic, and

fool," Stremba says that he is not really

all of these things. He may incorporate

mime into his act but this does not

make him a mime. The only terms listed

which he believes apply to him are

vagabond and fool. He calls himself a

story performer.
Stremba became interested in

theater as a student at a small liberal arts

college in Connecticut.. His interest

grew when he transfered to Catholic

Behind The Cape of Nudity
BY HARRIS GRUMAN

The mesmerized visage of the

minotaur is drawn towards the exposed

breasts of a female matador. She lies

seductively across her disembowelled

horse, feigning sleep, but wielding a

sword at the minotaur's throat.

The Baltimore Museum of Art's

recent acquisition of Picasso's print

"Minotauromachy" (1935) has spurred a

survey exhibit of the museum's Picasso

print and illustrated book collection from

January 15 to March 15. The Cone sisters

were patrons of the young Picasso and

their collection reflects this with its

comprehensive selection of his early

prints. Outstanding among these is "The

Frugal Repast," a sensitive, melancholy

portrait of a circus couple, and a familiar

motif of Picasso's Blue Period.

The chronological arrangement of

the prints allows the viewer to see the

artist's development in this medium,

which parallels his progress in painting

and sculpture as well. After his experi-

ments with Cubism, in which the subject

is rendered from many different points of

view simultaneously, Picasso entered a

Classical period in both subject matter

and style. During the 1920's, he made

prints of nude and robed women with an

Apollonian brightness and purity of line.

Eventually, the artist's presence

becomes evident in these prints. As an

artist, he is separated from his inviting

models by the professional relationship

between them. However, this relation-

ship changes in "Satyr and Sleeping

has an incredible texture of shading

which gives it a mysterious, sensual

atmosphere. 'Elements; of Cubism are

employed to depict the central figures

from two distinct and powerful points of

view at once.
An intense political print, "The

Dream and Lie of Franco," and a smatter-

ing of post-1940 works round out the

collection.
This show is a rare event. Jay M.

Fisher, Associate Curator of Prints,

Drawings and Photographs, has given a

lecture on the entire collection, and

another lecture on the "Minotauro-

machy" is scheduled for February 24 at

3:00 P.M.

Woman," where Picasso enters a voluptu-

ous woman's bedchamber in the guise of

a passionate Pan. He has become more

emotionally and physically involved with

his subject, and the composition with its

washes of shading and soft lines is much

richer than in the previous works.
Picasso's 'fascination t with a

Dionysian Aegean, embodied by the lusty

minotaur, has roots in his native Spain.

Half man and half bull, the minotaur is

the tragic hero of the Spanish bullring -

more than an animal, yet without the

guile of the matador. In the "Minotaur-

omachy," we see him distracted from

the fatal sword stroke by the female mat -

ador's cape of nudity.;This large, complex print
re,

University, which is known for its theatre

department. However, Stremba did not

study acting there. Instead, he studied

for the priesthood and thereby obtained

passes to all C.U. plays.
Unable to foresee a life of abso-

lute celebacy but also wishing to avoid

the Vietnam War, Stremba decided to go

into the field of education while teaching

exemptions were still valid. He continued

to teach high school English classes in

Anne Arundel country until 1975) at
which time he became a salesman.

By and by Stremba found that

full time jobs required too much energy.

He did not want to come home every

night and grade papers, plan a curri-

culum, or even figure out ways of enter-

taining customers. So last month he quit

his job as salesman to begin the Thoreau-

like existence in which his only goal is to

keep himself and his two cats (left him by

a former girlfriend) fed.
Presently Stremba is working

part-time as a Bingo caller and part-time

as a story performer. He began telling

stories years ago and traveled around

Washington, D.C. and Annapolis telling

stories in Roman Catholic churches. He

took the theme of each week's sermon

and incorporated it into a sort of revue.

It was while Stremba was toying

with the idea of performing for Spring

Grove hospital patients that a friend who

saw him rehearse told him that he was

Theatre Project material. An audition

took place and Stremba was signed on to

perform. The first part of the program,

"A Depression Comedy," is the piece he

developed for the hospital patients, which

was deemed too fast-paced for them

by the hospital staff.
Matthew-Daniel Stremba will be

appearing at the Theatre Project February

8, 9, 15, and 16 at 10:00 pm. The

enthusiastic Stremba receives fifty per-

cent of the donations made to the The-

atre Project for his show "Where Have All

the Romantics Gone?"The Minotaur is distracted from the fatal sword stro
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So Long Mickey

Animation Has Its Ups and Its Downs
BY CLIFF HARRIS

Animation has come a long way
from Mickey Mouse. With the virtual
demise of big-studio cartoon production
(Warner Brothers terminated their anima-
tion division in 1963, and Walt Disney
has limited their output to three films a
decade), the bulk of high-quality work in
the field has been left to independent
filmmakers and an occassional TV com-
mercial producer. The seventies was a
decade rich with innovative and technical-
ly competent animation, but unfortunate-
ly, few people outside of the cinematic
subculture would know that. Independ-
ent films, especially animations, are
simply not distributed widely, and the
only opportunity to view these often
brilliant works is in the occassional film
festival which pops up all too seldom in
cities or colleges.

Luckily , it occurred to some
producers a few years back that there
might be a commercial demand for such
films, especially among younger people.
The result was the Fantastic Animation
Festival, an ambitious compilation of 14
animated shorts, intended to sample the
very best of independent efforts from the
first half of the decade. Although it
concentrates somewhat too heavily on
works that are high on technical display
but low on true imagination, the anthol-
ogy provides a comprehensive picture of
the possibilities of modern animation,
along with its successes and failures.

The least impressive works in the
Festival tend to be those that try the
most to overwhelm the audience. Such
films as a spacy dreamscape by Steven
Lisberger Cosmic Cartoon, and Light, a
computerized study in total abstraction,

are technically impressive, arid at times
quite beautiful. However, the filmmakers
are obviously so caught up in their
technique that they lose sight of the plot
of their works, allowing them to drift
off into psychadelic tedium. As in the
Star Trek movie, which is itself one long
yawn, fantastically opulent, uncreative
animation leads one to become quickly
dulled, desensitized, and eventually un-
impressed by the endless surge of images.
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Spring Fair
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All board members
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Sunday, February 10
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•Ah, Grasshopper. Mr. Funnel is the one true path to MEET• debauchery, licentiousness, touchy-feelie, and illegal pleasures.

Ian Emes's French Windows ,however,
succeeds where the others do not. Emes
is careful not to let his abstraction go too
far or too long; his film is expertly paced
with unexpected metamorphoses and
transitions, pulsing in time to a thrilling
Pink Floyd soundtrack.

Will Vinton's Mountain Music,
filmed in clay animation, is clearly not an
abstract work, but still suffers from an
excessive desire to impress. It opens with
a complex pan shot across a vast, ever-
green covered mountain-side, complete
with chirping birds and bubbling water-
falls, all rendered in garrishly colored clay.
On a moutain top, we find a small band
playing simple country music, which
grows steadily more electric and modern
as the equipment sprouts into a towering
city of amplifiers and complex gadgetry.

The music reaches a deafening, grating
climax, at which point "Nature" reacts to
this perversion in the form of an erupting
volcano, drowning the countryside in a
sheet of orange and red clay.

While the effort involved in
modelling the miniature people and
countryside is clearly impressive, the
.allegory is less than subtle and could have
been treated less heavy-handedly.

A wonderful example of the
potentials of clay animation is a nameless
film from Romania, involving the evolu-
tion of locomotion among the inhabitants
of a small planet . Unlike Vinton's work
in which nearly everything has a toy-like,
untouched quality, this film is sensitive to
the nature of clay .and how it can be
manipulated and metamorphosed. Al-

cont. on p, 14

You Americans
Are Very Strange

cont. from p. 12 movie material.
succeeeds with Gertrude, who longs to be
Europeanized, the Baroness is, by as she
herself suspects, "out of tune" with
American society. Her attempt to
win over Acton's mother in a flurried
speech'bout how New England domestics
have such a quaint style and who she
would like to have a "Negress with a
yellow turban" is as ironic as it is funny.
The personal chemistry between Ellis's
Acton and Remick's Baroness flows with
understated intensity.

Irony, by concentrating on dia-
logue and detailed gesture, has managed
to turn 'dull' Henry James into successful

 41111111111111111111111/ 

The Charles Theatre, where The
Europeans is now playing, has changed its
format. Instead of presenting many films

i for three or four day stretches, it now
hosts current "art" films for a few weeks.
Betweeen now and April 3, the Charles
will show The Europeans, The Silent
Partner, The Marriage of Maria Braun,
and Angi Vera, as well as the fllowing late
shows: The Innocent, Emmanuelle: The
Joys of a Woman, Barbarella, Queen of
the Galaxy, Myra Breckenridge, Clock-
work Orange, Man Who Fell to Earth, and
The Devils. The Charles' schedule may be
picked up in the library.
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etsx Americana?

War Enters Ameni
BY ROSALIND RESNICK

Watch on the Rhine is about war,

although not a single shot is heard. It is

about oppression of the human spirit,

though every one on stage is free to do

and say as he chooses. It is about Europe

but it takes place in America.
In the winter of 1941, eight

months before the United States entered

World War II, Lillian Hellman wrote

Watch on the Rhine, a brilliantly con-

ceived drama about an upperclass Amer-

ican family, the Farrellys, jarred out of its

isolationism by the arrival of Kurt Muller,

a member of the German anti-fascist

movement. The first act is drawing room

comedy in the witty tradition of Noel

Coward -- there's an aggressively eccentric

dowager, a flighty French maid, and a

little boy with an I.Q. many times his age.

In the second and third acts, sinister

things occur in this comfortable parlor.

The realities of fear, flight, blackmail, and

murder interrupt the pax Americana.

when the Farrellys' Romanian , guest

discovers Muller's identity and forces

Muller to make a morally difficult de-

cision in order to return to Germany and

save his friend. Muller must then flee the

country, involving the Farrellys in his

plan by leaving them to cover his tracks.

In the final scene Fanny Farrelly, the

eccentric dowager, sums it up: "We are

shaken out of our magnolias, eh?"

Despite the play's heavily moral

theme, Watch on the Rhine is not simply

an allegory. Kurt Muller is not The

European Resistance, nor do the Farrellys

symbolize America. Each character,

whether primarily good or bad, is an

individual human being, not a cultural or

historical stereotype. And this is what

The situation in the play is

makes the play a great one.
Because the characters are unique

and well delineated, the actors have much

opportunity to excel. That every one of

them does marks Watch on the Rhine as

Center Stage's best production in at least

three years. Fanny Farrelly (Carmen

Mathews) and the French maid Anise

(Vivienne Shub) make quite a pair,

bickering and apologizing in a good-

hearted way. Fanny is agreeably gruff-

and innately wise despite her foolishness.

Sara and Kurt Muller (Tana Hicken

and Richard Kavanaugh) are the more

tragic pair. Hicken's portrayal of the

Farrelly daughter returning to the com-

fortable American home she hasn't seen

for fifteen years is powerful and con-

vincing. Hicken's Sara is at once a little

girl and a strong matriarch who has

known fear and hunger and made the best

of it. Kurt, the character based on

Hellman's friend Julia, is played by

reflected

n Drawing Room

•

in this photo of children watching manoeuvres.

Kavanaugh with restraint and com-
passion. Though Kavanaugh's Kurt
champions the "right," he is not beyond
human love and warmth. The scene in
which he breaks into tears and clings to
Sara's skirt is very poignant. Nor does
Kurt feel that the justice of his cause
excuses the killing he has done in the past
and will do again. As he tells his children,
killing is bad no matter who is doing it.
The Romanian Count de Brancovis
(Castulo Guerra), whose loss of self-

respect leads him to stoop to blackmail, is
the perfect foil. The Muller children,
especially Bodo (Keith Rubin) the
pint-sized genius, are both charming and
sad - sad because the world has turned
them into adults before their time.

Watch on the Rhine is clearly the
must-see of the Center Stage season. Its
message is especially relevant now:
freedom of expression is worth fighting
for, though the fight inevitably blurs the

distinctions between the right and the

wrong, the winner and the loser.
Watch on the Rhine is playing at

Center Stage until February 17. Student

rush tickets, available half an hour before

performance, are four dollars.

Cartoons
cont. from p. 13

though the "set" is simple and colorless,

the film abounds with transformations

and mutations of form, which is what

clay animation is best at depicting.

Of additional interest are the Last

Cartoon Man, a conventional but

bizarrely humorous piece, and Bambi

meets Godzilla, Mary Newland's now

famous spoof of Bambi, Godzilla movies,

movie credits, and himself. Nightbird, a

mysterious film from France, is highly

similar to works in Heavy Metal mag-

azine, in both the beauty and somberness

of its artwork, and the prentention of its

bleak, allegorical story. The inclusion of

two television commercials (for Levis and

7-Up) is clearly deserved; each piece is a

technical wonder and demonstrates how

attractive advertising can be when and if

it is in creative hands.
The Festival is intelligent and

sensitively paced, so that the more boring

films do not drag the show down. As an

added treat, a 1941 Superman cartoon is

included (immediately after Light) serv-

ing as a reminder of what animation used

to look like. In spite of its weaker seg-

ments, the Fantastic Animation Festival

is stimulating fare and a welcome tribute

to unrecognized excellence.

ATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED

THE SENIOR CLASS FILM SERIES PRESENTS

February 8 & February 9

A Russ Meyer Double Feature

XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRATED XRAT
ED XRATED XRA

Friday 7:00 & 9:00

Saturday 7:00 & 9:00

Finders Keepers
11Xtvers Weepers

Friday 11:00

Saturday 11:00

XRATED XATED XRATED XATED XRATED XRATED XRAT
ED XRATED

$2.00 per show/$3.00 Double Feature

(with JIM ID. $1.50 per show $2.50 Double Feature)

ShAffER 3

Next Week: Marx Brothers Double Feature

DUCK SOUP and Monkey Business

\WEEKEND WONDER FLIX PRESENTS -

WIZARDS

FANTASTIC

AN

FESTIVAL

Friday: 7:00
9:00
11:00

Saturday: 7:00
9:00
11:00

February 8 & 9

Shriver Hall

Wizards
F.A.F.
Wizards

F.A.F.
Wizards
F.A.F.

•

•
MEIN.

Admission: $2.50 for both showings '11111111111101111MINISIMIII 
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AREAS fiNEST

1)43

KMS
If your hair isn't becoming
to you ... you should be
coming to us.

3333- N. ChARIES
NEXT, TO

WOIMAN hat

CAR FOR AppoiNT

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthro-
pology, art, bilingual educa-
tion, folk music and folk
dance, history, political sci-
ence, sociology, Spanish lan-
guage and literature and in-
tensive Spanish. Six-week ses-
sion. June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited grad-
uate and undergraduate pro-
gram. Tuition $295. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$315. EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara

Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 209
University of Arizona

Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

  71=116

HAIR STUDIO

\11.1.110.01.6111•11Mimalmindel. 

MINTS: 338-112,',

ocooeinoecoo
N-L

Classifieds
oo400000000
HAIRCUT — SHAMPOO &

CONDITION $3.00 For Men,

Women, & Children WITH THIS

COUPON. Pamper Yourself Salon,

The Carlyle Apts., 500 W. Univer-

sity Pkwy, 889-2859.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!

American. Foreign. No experience

required. Excellent pay. World-

wide travel. Summer job or career.

Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept. E-16, Box 2049,

Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

NEED 2 PEOPLE to share rent on

water-front house near Pasadena.

Call 255-1397 after 10 p.m.

ADDRESSERS WANTED

IMMEDIATELY! Work at

home—no experience necess-

ary—excellent pay. Write American

Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite

127, Dallas, TX 75231.

IF YOU ARE A GERMAN OR

FRENCH MAJOR or native speaker

Or can read Ancient or Modern

Greek, call 366-0753. Reader for

blind Hopkins student. $3.00 an

hour.
-----

ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large furnished apartment 4 blocks

from school. 889-0116.

Hi

Free
Pregnancy

Tests
Prompt confidential help,
Including birth control
and abortion service.

e-f/(aymge-
At. •

788-4400
-1.1•1•1.1.•••-_

Pak: Happy Valentine's Day! —"T-S"
•

Television
Repair

2446 N. Charles Street
4674689

HOURS: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday

10% Off Labor or
Stereo Needles and Cartridges

with this ad

JOHN CARPENTER'S "THE FOG" A DEBRA HILL PRODUCTION
Starring ADRIENNE BARBEAU, JAMIE  LEE CURTIS, JOHN HOUSEMAN
and 11ANET LEIGH as Kathy Williams 
and starring HAL HOLBROOK as Father Malone
Produced by DEBRA HILL Written by JOHN CARPENTER and DEBRA HILL Directed by JOHN CARPENTER
Executive Producer CHARLES B. BLOCH an ENTERTAINMENT DISCOVERIES, INC. PRESENTATION Read the BANTAM Book

From the creator
of "Halloween"

comes the ultimate
experience in terra:

,_}llAvco EMBASSY PICTURES Release ---R-. nISTRICTOD
<-0.• ANN 7 *PM S 6CCOSPAIIMIN

N \INT WINN

People Helping People
The United Way

OPENS FEBRUARY 15 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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ittatmen Eye Winning Season 

Haladyna Shines, Grapplers Bow With Dignity
Losing is not a hard and fast

sign of failure. Hopkins wrestl-
ing and Dave Tillis proved on
Friday, February 1, that losers
can at the same time be winners.
The team faced Division I power
Towson State. In bowing,
Hopkins won four of the nine
matches wrestled. One of those
losses occurred at 190 lbs. and
merits explanation.

Last season, while a sopho-
more at the Naval Academy,
Dave Tillis suffered a serious
knee injury that required exten-
sive surgery. His desire to
wrestle once he transferred here
was intense, although Dave's
physical limitation delayed his
return to wrestling this season.
Going into the Towson State
match, he had only been able to
attend eight practices. Further-
more, he faced a visious oppon-
ent in undefeated (10-0) Stanley
Curtain, who was written-up
recently in the Baltimore Sun.
Dave was in control of the
match entirely through the se-
cond period. At one point he
was ahead 10-3. But a lack of
conditioning caught up with
Dave, and he ran out of steam at
the end. There are very few
people within the Middle Atlan-
tic Conference who will be

able to beat Dave once he is in
prime condition. He is a tough,
gutsy, and mean dude on a
wrestling mat.

Greg Haladyna is a wrestler
whose performance cannot be
profiled enough. He is simply
outstanding and has many years
to develop his talents. Greg
took Towson's Cole down quick-
ly at 167 lbs. and went to work
on him immediately. Greg never
let up. Greg walked away with a
lopsided 12-3 victory, one of
many he has chalked-up this
season. Next year, Greg will be
the foundation of the wrestling
team. He is highly respected
in grappling circles and is a good
bet for a trophy at the M.A.C.
championships later this month.

Bob Cherry got the ball
rolling again for Hopkins at the
118 lb. weight division with a
14-2 decision over Towson's
Polonsky. His double leg
takedown was working well as
was his patented corss-body ride.
Bob could ride out a gorilla with
that technique.

At 142-lb., Kyle Hicks out-
classed his opponent Kemp in
"every way imaginable." Hicks
came away with an impressive
9-4 decision.

At 150 lb. lies Brown

turned in another typically
superior performance. Russ
was victorious by 13-9 margin
over Kemp. Russ hit two
fireman's carries with picture
perfection.

In the heavyweight division
Coach Anderson opted not to
wrestle an injured Bob Cassilly.
"It would not have made sense
to bang up Bob's shoulder when
we need him for this Saturday's
quadrangle meet for three
matches," the Coach confided.

This Saturday, February 9,
from 1:00 to 5:00 pm, Hopkins
will face three M.A.C. opponents
(Swarthmore, Ursinus, and
Widener) at home. It will be the
last opportunity of the year to
see the team at home. Coach
Anderson feels that the team can .7.
clean up if everybody is healthy.
"If we can keep our weekest 1.3
wrestlers off their backs and si
avoid pins, that is the key,"
he observed. "We will weigh in a "Quit pushing my head
couple extra people to have genic co-captain Russ Brown.
leeway. It's a little difficult to
shift the lineup at home since
you have to put your man on
the mat first." Each individua
match will be reduced from .8
minutes to 6 minutes since each
wrestler will probably wrestle
three times.

Clippers Prep To Outpace Erie
BY DAVE EINOLF

For the Baltimore Clippers,
the Civic Center seems to be a
welcome relief after long, losing
nights on the road. Unlike
earlier Clipper teams, who often
found it hard to win any-
where, let alone at home, the
"new"Clippers of the fledgling
Eastern Hockey League continue
to rack up victories on their
home ice. In their latest success.
the Clips skated to a third-period
come-back and a 5-3 triumph

over second place Erie, bringing
them to within four point of
second place in the EHL.

The Clippers' three goals in
the final stanza may have been
unusual, but they were by
no means accidental. Tied 2-2
with less than a minute left in
the second period, an Erie
bladesman brought in a pass
while offsides and flipped it
towards the Clipper nets. While
the offense was being overlook-
ed by the officials, Clipper goalie
Jim Weaver blocked the shot.
The Clippers were caught with-
out a defenseman, however,
and the rebound was returned
by Erie wingman Stan Gulutzan.
A stunned Clipper squad retreat-
ed to the lockers on the short
end of a 3-2 score.

A sharp between-period
pep-talk from manager Gene
Ubraico brought the Clips out
with fire in their eyes, and 2,000
Civic Center visitors watched in
awe as the Clipper offense
racked up three unanswered
tallies to make the score 5-3,
Clippers. Goals came from Ron
Friest, Warren Young, and Hen-
ry Taylor. The game was
Taylor's 36th of the season, and
Young's 29th two-pointer kept
him at the top of the point-scor-
ing standings.

This Clipper win continued
a home winning streak that has
now been extended to eight
games. The seventh win of that
series, a 5-2 romp over the
luckless Hampton Aces on Sun-
day, marked the departure of
Baltimore's first and last three-
game hockey star. Pete Shier,
a defenseman on loan from the
Central Hockey League's Okla-
homa City squad, played the
last of his three games here and
ripped the Aces for all five
Clipper goals. Although Balti-
more's own Ron Friest had set
five goals as the EHL record just
a week earlier, Shier's contribu-
tion was more astounding as the
big, left-handed defenseman was
switched to the right wing slot
for Sunday's game. Though
Shier had not played as a for-
ward since his college days at
Cornell, he adjusted admirably
and made his three day's sojourn
worthwhile.

On the road, and without
Shier, the skate was on the other
foot as the Hampton Aces took
a 4-1 decision from Baltimore on
Tuesday night. The score could
have been closer if the goal
judges had been a bit more
perceptive. A Clipper goal shot

through the Hapton nets and
failed to catch the judge's eye
before bouncing out of the
cage in that contest. The tally
would have made the score 2-2,
and might have prevented Ubrai-
co from pulling goalie Weaver
late in the game in favor of an
extra attacker. Although the
Hampton goalie admitted the
indiscretion after the game, the
Clips' fate was sealed and set the
pace for the remainder of their
dismal road trip.

Fortunately, the Clipperrs
return to the Civic Center on
Saturday night at 7:30, where
they will face the league-leading
Richmond Rifles in what prom-
ises to be one of the season's
most exciting contests. Balti-
more's front office honchos are
expecting a crowd of over 6,000,
perhaps the best draw of the
1979-80 season.

out of this picture, Key," demands photo-

As one whose job requires
that I keep somewhatup-to-date
on the athletic accomplishments
of the undergraduate body,
I have always been somewhat
amazed at the overall lack of
student spectator interest in the
winter sports activities Hopkins
has to offer. For although our
basketball teams do not always
offer the best in intercollegiate
cometition, there is little excuse
for passing up the exhibitions of
athletic excellence provided by
our championship swimming
teams or our high quality
fencing program. Perhaps it is
the weather which keeps our
students from attending these
events, or perhaps it is the
pressure placed upon the under-
graduate population to expedite
the resolution of the first
semester Incompletes before the
first lacrosse balls begin to fly in
the spring.

Whatever the reason, the
unfortunate problem of general
student apathy toward quality
athletics is not a new one
at our institution. To illustrate
this point, and perhaps to offer a

THE WEEK IN SPORTS

Friday, February 8
Women's Swimming P. Towson ct Del 6:00pm (H
Women's Squash at Howe Cup Comp. at Yale .9:00am (A

Saturday, February 9
Wrestling v. Swarthmore, Ursinus, Widener.
Men's B-Squad Basketball v. McDonough. .
Men's Varsity Basketball v. Widener 
Women's Fencing v. William Patterson
at St. Johns 

Men's Fencing v. Haverford at UMBC
Monday, February 11

Women's Basketball v. Sheperd  
Men's B-Squad Basketball v. F&M 
Men's Varsity Basketball v. F&M  

Tuesday, February 12
Women's Squash v. F&M 
Women's Basketball v. Hood 

Wednesday, February 13
Men's Swimming v. Maryland 
Men's Varsity Basketball v. Haverford

Thursday, February 14
Women's Basketball v. Trinity  7:00pm H

. .1:00pm (H)

. .6:1.5pm(H
8:15pm (H)

11 :00am (A)

 1 :00Pm (A)

4:00pm (A)
6:30pm (A)
8:15pm (A)

6:30pm (H)
7.00pm (H)

730prn (H)
8:15pm (A)

News-Letter Exclusive: 

Blast From The Past
BY RICHARD MILLER bit of sage commentary from

our fore bearers at Hopkins,
I offer you this tidbit from the
annals of the N-L of yesteryear.
Dated April 6, 1898, it may be
as relevant today as it was at
the turn of the century.

There are several essentials
which must be obtained if
athletics in any of its branches is
to have a successful existence
at Hopkins. Money, grounds and
material from which to select
the teams are necessities that
suggest themselves at once. It is,
of course, perfectly evident that
there must be men who are not
only willing to wear the Hopkins
colors in actual contests, but
also to endure the hardships and
sacrifices involved in conscienti-
ous training? and it is equally
obvious that, unless ground for
practice, money, and, last but
not least, competent coaches are
secured, no amount of hard,
self-denying work on the part of
the candidate can produce win-
ning teams. There is another
essential-- support from the
University at large and more
especially from the undergradu-
ates.

We have already most of
these requisites. The treasury of
the Athletic Association is ap-
parently in a fairly prosperous
condition. We have a cage the
equal of which is probable that
before long grounds situated
within easy reach of the city
may be at our disposal. There is
an abundance of good material
in the University, as is evident to
anyone who glances into the
cage while practice
is going on. The men are
working hard and faithfully, and
we are certainly well provided
with coaches, thanks to the
regular untiring efforts of
Messrs. Macdermott and Garrett.
There is, then, but one thing
lacking, and this deficiency can
be made up in only one way - by
a union of the entire college to
back up the work of those who
give their time and energy to

cont. on p. 17
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Sophomore Dan 'Action' Jackson Paces Blue Jays
Through Meat Of Dismal 3-16 Basketball Season

--""404•40,„BY MICHAEL FINGERHOOD

"One of the most exciting
players in college basketball."
That's how sports commentator
Sonny Hill described Dan Jack-
son during the recent television
broadcast of the Hopkins - Penn
State game.

Jackson, a sophomore, leads
the Jays in almost every statistic.
According to Coach Jim Amen,
"Jackson has improved greatly
on offense from last year."
He leads the team in scoring
with a 16.2 average, field goal
percentage at 60.3 rebounding
with an 8.0 average, steals with
21 and blocked shots, 15. Jack-
son, who agrees with Amen's
assessment of his improvement,
has been finding it difficult to
get the ball lately as he is often
keyed on and has been a victim
of the opposition's collapsing
zone defense. With nobody else
on the Jays shooting over 50%
from the floor, Jackson must get
the ball inside for the team to
win.

Playing the forward posi-
tion, Jackson feels that the
team's large reliance upon him
for rebounding has limited his
style, getting him in foul trou-

ble. Jackson has not guarded
the opposition's big man, be-
cause Coach Amen does not
want him to accumulate fouls.
Several times this season, Jack-
son has been forced to sit on the
bench with four fouls, some-
thing the Hopkins offense can-
not afford.

Jackson hopes that the Jays
can get a good big man, so that
he won't have to be relied on as

much. "They would not be able
to key on him as much, allowing
him to get the ball inside more
easily.

Despite the Jays 3-16 record,
Jackson has seen improvement
in the team from last year,
as "all the players are really
together." However, he feels the
team has suffered from a lack of
intensity. "The team really gets
up for big games like Virginia
and Penn State, but there's not
the same enthusiasm for the
Wideners and Swarthmores."

With four games left, the
Jays no longer have a chance for
a playoff spot. Ursinus has
already clinched first place.
The Jays' chances were elimina-
ted by their 67-52 loss to
Swarthmore Wednesday night.
The Jays are now 2-5 in the
MAC with three league games
remaining.

Against Widener, in a game
described by Coach Amen as a
disaster, Hopkins was outrun
and outplayed as they lost
82-57. The Jays fell behind
from the start and trailed 40-23
at the half. Widener shot 55%
from the field and 90% from the
line in the game. The Jays
were led by Jackson, who shot 5

for 6 from the field and scored
14 points, and Nick Nikic,
who had 12 points.

Last Thursday, the Jays lost
to first place Ursinus 68-66, a
team they had beaten earlier in
the season, 90-83. As has
frequently been the story this
season, the Jays just didn't
luck-out at the end. Dan Jack-
son paced the Jays in scoring
with 25 points.

Blue Jay cagers on the move against a recent hoop oponent.

Our Forefathers Speak On Sports
cont. from p. 16

gain for Hopkins the standing in
athletics which she ought to
have.

Let us review the record of
the past year. Last fall the
football team was worthy of the
most earnest, enthusiastic sup-
port which the college could
give, and, indeed, at several
games there was a fair attend-
ance of Hopkins men • almost
entirely undergraduates, how-

Wrestlers Merit More Praise
To the Editor:

I am unaccustomed to wri-
ting letters to your News-Letter,
as I am a graduate of Towson
State. A certain experience
arose, however, which prompted
writing. Having been raised
in upstate New York, I have
always been an avid fan of
wrestling. I therefore seized the
opportunity to attend a match;
one which my friends had
assured me could only end in
the humiliation of your Blue
Jays by our own beloved Tigers.
Although going down to defeat,
the Jays provided more excite-
ment than I had seen in a while.
They were a far cry from the
hapless team defined by my
peers. I was particularly im-
pressed by the 118 lb. wrestler,
Bob Cherry, who managed to
tuma quite capable opponent
"every which way but loose."
(to quote a once popluar ballda.)
I was more than slightly disap-
pointed, therefore, when your
article of February 1, did little
more than allude to his existence
on the team. Perhaps this is why
several of the sports programs at
JHU are suffering. How can one
expect to get fan support for a
team which gets little or no
Publicity? This is indeed a grave
responsibility and one that must
be shouldered entirely by your
staff. It is beyond my realm of

thought to discern the difficulty
in publicizing such fine athletes
as Cherry, Brown and Haladyna,
all of whom were capable of
demolishing Towson opponenti-.-
I wonder if the Hopkins com-
munity is aware of the wrestling
team itself, let alone its quality.
Where will the strength of this or
any other program come from
when the "few bright spots"
graduate? A few team leaders
cannot provide all the strength
of a program. This must be
rpovided by fan interest and

publicity - neither of which
appear to exist. Hopkins, the
seeds of a fine team have been
planted. Develop them, and you
could have a team to rival the
greatness of your lacrosse pro-
gram. Ignore them, and they
could go the way Of so many
other small college teams -
extinction. The decision is
yours.

Sincerely yours,
Elaine M. Johnson

Fencers Lackluster
BY MARCO A. PARILLO

For the second consecutive
week, the Hopkins fencers
turned in a disappointing per-
formance. Two weeks ago,
Hopkins beat Muhlenberg at
home for the 23rd straight
time. The Jays next trave1les1 to
George Mason University.
There, the Jays beat Duke,
only to be stunned by the
University of Virginia, and then
beaten by George Mason. Last
weekend, the Hopkins team
lacked the intensity of the
Steven's Tech squad, and lost a
close contest, 15-12.

AGainst Stevens, Hopkins

was deprived of the services of

their number two sabreman,
Alan Benheim, but the sabre
team held their own, winning 5
bouts to 4. The foil team also
did fairly well, losing 5-4,
despite a lackluster performance
from the foil leader, Evens
Starzinger. It was the epee
team, which lost 6-3, that
proved to be the most instru-
mental in the Hopkins defeat.
Coach Oles attributed the loss to
the lack of experienced men
who could be counted on to fill
the slack in a close meet.

Two weeks ago, Hopkins
started impressively by beating
Muhlenberge 18-9 and Duke
17-0. The fencers seemed to

cont. on 19. 19

ever. But the backing which the
team received was not what it
should have been. Threr was no
reason why twice or three times
the number of men could not
have been there. At some games
there were practically no sup-
porters, and, in consequence, an
almost total absence of yelling.
Such a state of things was
enough to discourage any team,
and it is hardly possible to praise
too much the men who, in
spite of these adverse circum-
stances, ended the season as
strongly as did last year's eleven.

Now, why is this so? Surely
it is not too much to give an
afternoon or half of an evening
to supporting the team which is
doing so much for Hopkins in
football or hockey, or whatever
the particular branch may be.
The time is nothing, and in
many cases it will be far better
spent so than if employed over
books. Twenty-five cents as
admission fee is not so large a
sum that it must keep away
five-sixths of the men form the
game. The reason must be pure
indiffernece. They say: "I have
an engagement," or "I have a
quiz tomorrow," or, the worst
possible excuse, "I don't want to
go." If a man really has an
important engagement, or if he
absolutely must work, very well.
It is not lack of loyalty that
keeps him from the field. But
the case of the man who
"doesn't want to go" is far more
serious. Such an excuse shows
that he is indifferent to the best
interests of his college; that he
cares nothing for the self-denial
and hard work of the men on
the team; that he is unwilling to
make any effort to repay the
good which he has received from
Hopkins and from contact with
Hopkins men; and in a word,
that he does not possess the true
spirit of devotion to his Alma
Mater which should characterize
every college student, and, above
all, every Johns Hopkins stu-

dent. Let us hope that there are.
few of this type.

It has been said that a new
era is dawning for Hopkins
athletics. This may be so, or it
may not. The answer depends
on us, the undergraduates. Of
the remainder of the University
we cannot expect so much.
Their work is more pressing and
more confining, and it is natural
that they should be able to give
little time to athletics. But with
us the case is different. The
trustees of the University have
done their part; the coaches are
doing theirs; the candidates for
the teams are working conscien-
tiously; and let us do the same.
Let us be willing to make some
sacrifice, to give up some other. .
pleasure, for the sake of sup-
porting our athletics, and let us
realize that the man who does so
will be working for Johns
Hopkins as truly as her most
ardent supporter, and that,
though his sacrifice may be
unknown and unrecognized by
the college world, it will, never-
theless, be one of which he may
well be proud.

MA Update
With the second semester

of BIA sports underway,
Clark/Lazear leads Gildersleeve
by a narrow margin, 244-235,
in the men's overall dormitory
championship race. In the
fraternity championship race,
the TEcil team is doing a good
job defending its title as it
leads AZ.:, 335-279. The Wild-
men have just about wrapped
up another men's independent
league championship.

Presently, the BIA basket•
ball league is well underway
with 60 teams competing in
men's undergraduate, men's
graduate, and women's leagues.
the intramural squash tourna-
ment will be held Sunday and a
badminton tournament will be
held on February 23. 
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1980 FEDERA1
INTERN

SUMMER
PROGRAM

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Requirements: Nominees must be seniors or graduate

students in political science, law,

social sciences, or the humanities, and

should have good communication

skills and the ability to work well with

others.

DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

Public Health Service — NIH

1) Requirements:

2) Requirements:

Must be a senior or graduate student

in political science.

Juniors in biology, chemistry or

natural science.

3) Requirements: Must be seniors or graduate students

in biology or chemistry.

In order for seniors to qualify for the above, they must be

continuing their education in the fall in a full-time

Frogram of study.

For job descriptions, applications and further informa-

tion either on the above or other intern pr_ossams, please

come to The Placement Bureau. Merryman Hall before 

February 14,1980.

TIREd Of [RAT pARTIES?

COME TO

Wel# VW/c/o/boo

SATuRdAy, FEb. 9Th, 1980

IN TIM GREAT HALL

FROM 9 pm To 1 AM
IMpORTEd ANd dOMESTIC bEER AT COST

TEA E._3

FREE AdMISSIONF FREE %ACMES

LIVE BANdS 

geW 62e

e9Pill&C.(24&126

,ericseeil/ati

5pONSOREd by ThE UNION BOARd

Hopkins Baltimore Community Forum on Draft Registration

Hear Both Sides
Have Your Questions Answered

Make Your Views Known

Panel Discussion Followed by Open Forum

Speakers will include

Congressman Perron Mitchell Father Philip Berrigan

Staff Member - Office of Henry Jackson and others

Tuesday, February 12 7:30 p.m.

Shriver Hall, Homewood Campus

Johns Hopkins University

SPONSORED Br THE GRADUATE REPRESENTATIVE ORGANIZATION

AND THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE
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ROTC Update 

Army Unit Prepares For Spring Activities
BY RICHARD M.

MILLER

With the spring semester
fully underway, cadet leaders of
the Johns Hopkins Reserve
Officers' Training Corps have
initiated preparations for a var-
iety of unit activities, including a
major field training exercise next
month and a military ball,
tentatively scheduled for early
April. Plans are also being
formulated for a "Summer
Camp Weekend," a three-day
ROTC Advanced Camp orient-
ation exercise to be held at Fort
Mead, Maryland, later in the
semester.

Membership in the 119-
member organization continues
to increase and, according to
Captain Larry Satterwhite,
enrollment co-ordinator for the
unit, will probably expand
significantly as students weigh
their educational options in light
of current efforts to resume
selective service registration.

The first semester of the
1979-80 training year ended on a
positive note, as over 100 mem-
bers of the Hopkins detachment
gathered at the Ft. Meade
Officers' Club for their annual
"Dining-In" ceremony. Guests

of the unit included Brigadier
General Elizabeth Hoisington,
Dean Michael Hooker, Lieuten-
ant Colonel Albert T. Schmith
(Ret.), and Colonel D.M. Ches-
ton III (Ret.). Col. Cheston
and LTC Schmith served as
heads of the Hopkins military
science program in 1958-61 and
1975-78.

Colonel Karl May, Professor
of Military Science and current
head of the Hopkins ROTC
program, commended the mem-
bers of the unit for their
achievements during the pre-
vious semester, and presented
Cadet Master Seargent William
Oberle, a junior from Laytons-
ville , Maryland, with the 1979
Hecht ROTC Scholarship. The
scholarship, which includes a
certificate and a check for $750.
is awarded annually to the
third-year cadet who displays
outstanding academic and
leadership abilities in both
ROTC and the scholastic com-
munity.

The second semester began
on an unusually auspicious note,
as twelve of this year's 24
seniors were selected by the
Department of the Army for
receipt of prestigious Regular
Army commissions. Seven of

votopp,
>,,,iffooe
"0

0

CO

Admissions
Camp.

'#
director Jerome Schnydman visits senior Dawn Fritzburg at last summer's ROTC Advanced

the RA graduates, including
Cadets Richard Broadhurst,
Robert Cassilly, Joseph Christ-
ensen, Paul Cordts, Charles Fad-
dis, Colin Greene and Noah
Schenkman, will pursue graduate
degrees in the fall following their
commissioning in late May,
while the remainder of the
group will report directly after

Blue Jay Blademen Still Rust
cont. from p. 17

lose their steam, as they lost to
the University of Virginia 14-13
before being humiliated by
George Mason 19-8. Several
explanations for the poor day
were advance, among them: the

travel between meets, the lack of
food, and the exhaustion of
fencing, 4 meets in one day.
Coach Oles, however, felt that
the problem was mental, and
that once Hopkins stopped
thinking on the strip, they were

More Natty Letters
cont. from p. 8

for unclear objectives, fought
against an "enemy" who we
could never be sure wasn't really
more popular with the natives
than we were. There weren't
even any clear military or
security objectives in our fight-
ing. Resistance to the draft in
those circumstances is under-
standable, at the very least.

Afghanistan is a country
definitely opposed to its occupa-
tion; Pakistan is a country
definitely opposed to any an-
nexation of its territory; the
Persian Gulf and its warm-water
ports are definitely objects of
Soviet military action - the
Soviet desire to control oil
supplies and possess a warm-
water port have been too often
expressed by Soviet officials to

be doubted.
In order to fight, you must

have a complete army: fighting
forces, reserves, everything. Ex-

perience shows that a draft is
needed even in times of obvious
danger, and that it must be in

place when needed, and not
implemented once the shooting

starts. Today's wars, even those

fought (as we hope any war will

be) with "conventional" wea-
pons, are won quite often in the

first days' results. We must be

ready.
I don't like fighting, and I

most assuredly -don't feel like

getting killed. But I think that,

of all people, the college-educa-
ted should be able to see that a
fight need not take place in our
front yards to be crucial to the
existence of our homes.

Yours truly,
Mark Wilson

finished.
Individually, over the past

two weeks, only Jim Jeng, Paul
Cordts, and Kevin Granville have
fenced well. Paul Cordts is now
undefeated in 41 bouts, Jim
Jeng is now showing his poten-
tial, and Kevin Granville has
been 10-4 and holds the best foil
record for the period. The other
foilmen and the epee men have
not done nearly so well.

This week, the Hopkins
fencers travel to UMBC, where
they will also meet Haverford.
There, they hope to improve
ontheir 12-5 record, and to
reverse their 3 meet losing
streak.

144,

1 U
You've heard all the wonderful stories about the seventies; now
read about the real and disturbing stories that we experienced in
the seventies. It's all in the February 1980 special tenth
anniversary issue of National Lampoon — plus pages of the
winners of the National Lampoon contest of nude girl friends
with buckets over their heads.
And for fans and collectors, the issue will include a complete

history of National Lampoon from its beginning, including its
special projects, such as record albums, radio shows, live
comedy productions and, of course, National Lampoon's
Animal House — how they came about and how we cornered
the market on the best comedy performers, such as John
Belushi, Gilda Radner, Chevy Chase, Bill Murray, and many
more.

It's all in the February issue of National Lampoon—on sale now.

commissioning for Officer Basic
Training in their assigned
branches. The second group
includes Cadets Steven Beal
(Armor & Aviation), Mark
Bounds (Infantry), Dawn Fritz-
berg (Transportation), Kevin
Jackson (Signal) and Dean Pow-
ell (Ordinance).

According to Colonel May,
the high percentage of RA
commission receipients selected
from this year is a reflection
upon the unusual motivation
and high quality of preparation
afforded this year's class of
graduating seniors. Seniors who
were not offered Regular Army
commissions will be commis-
sioned into the Army Reserve
this May, he observed, and many
of these graduates will go

directly to Active DUty assign-
ments.

The attention of the ROTC
detachment is now focused on
preparation for the three-day
Field Training Exercise to be
held at Ft. Meade on March 14,
15, and 16. In addition to
providing cadets with invaluable
experience in the leadership
of small tropp-units under sim-
ulated combat conditions, the
skill-level proficiency of cadets
preparing for ROTC Advanced
Camp this summer will also be
tested. Guerilla ambushed, night
patrols and psychological war-
fare exercises are all paInned for
the weekend outing, while blank
ammunition, field rations and
artillery simulators will add
realism to the experience.

WEDNEMATNOON-5EKIES
Pr•s•n ed b The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events •

STRESS AND OVEREATING:
WHICH COME FIRST THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG

with
Dr. Maria Simonson

Director, Health and Weight Program
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Department of Psychiatry

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13— 12 NOON

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library
Homewood Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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MCAT DAT REVIEW
Classes are now forming for he Apr I tests.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
PRE-PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, INC.

P.O. BOX 5810, BALTIMORE, MD 21208
Balto: Phone (301) 653-1220

Name : 

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Phone:

TO RESERVE YOUR PLACE CHECK ONE:

MCAT for April 1980 Test; March 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 20
DAT for April 1980 Test; March 2, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18

ALL CLASSES AT JOHNS HOPKINS HOMEWOOD
CAMPUS, AMES ROOM 127. 7:00--11:00 p.m.

Enclosed is a check or money order payable to NIPPD Inc.
in the amount of;
0 $150 for full tuition and books (books $23.81 + 5%
MD state sales tax.)

C $25 as a non-refundable deposit creditable to tuition,
the balance payable at the first session.
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